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Abstract
The interaction between an electron beam and a plasma in metallic waveguides and
in the presence of an external longitudinal magnetostatic field is analyzed. Plasma ions
and electrons are considered. The treatment refers to a temperate plasma. By use of
a multispecies theory, the treatment may be extended to warm plasmas. The electron
beam is rectilinear and has a well-defined unperturbed velocity. This velocity is
assumed to be uniform over the waveguide cross section. Modifications for nonuniform
velocity are also presented. The treatment is valid for slow and fast waves and for rel-
ativistic beam velocities.
In the first part an exact analysis is made of the beam-plasma waveguide based on
the linearized Maxwell equations and the Lorentz force equation. The "operator" die-
lectric tensor description of the beam-plasma medium is introduced. The properties of
this tensor are examined and the boundary conditions are formulated in terms of the ele-
ments of this tensor. The field analysis for the beam-plasma system is made, and the
dispersion equation and the determinantal equations are derived from the satisfaction of
the boundary conditions. Cutoffs, resonances, slow waves, and the quasi-static approx-
imation are studied. Conservation principles for our specific beam-plasma system are
formulated, and Chorney's bidirectional theorem is extended to our medium. Some var-
iational theorems for this system are also studied.
In the second part a solution of the plasma waveguide problem by a coupling-of-
modes theory is given. The theory of coupling of empty-waveguide modes and quasi-static
modes for the approximate description of a general gyrotropic medium is formulated.
The results are specialized for plasma waveguides, and the case of a completely filled
circular plasma waveguide is examined in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1. 1 HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
The theory of beam-type microwave tubes is concerned with the interaction of a beam
of drifting electrons either with stationary electric fields (gap systems) or traveling
electromagnetic waves (traveling-wave tubes, and so forth). In the latter case the waves
are supported by metallic circuits. Such traveling waves could just as well be supported
by a system consisting of a plasma and a metallic waveguide. In such devices we are
then confronted with the problem of beam-plasma interaction. Recently there has been
extensive research, both theoretical and experimental, on the interaction of a beam-
plasma system, for the purpose of amplifying microwave power and of heating the
plasma at the expense of the DC energy of the electron beam. The heating of plasma
ions is of great importance for the achievement of controlled thermonuclear reaction.1
Although the interest in the beam-plasma interaction is rather recent, the problem
itself is old. A beam-plasma interaction was originally suggested by Langmuir, in
1925. Very few papers on this subject were published between 1925 and 1948, after
which a series of papers appeared that excited the interest of engineers and physicists.
The most important prediction resulting from this work was that in an infinite beam-
plasma system a growing wave may arise which propagates for frequencies below the
plasma resonance frequency, and it has maximum amplification near the plasma
resonance.
The contributions to this research by Pierce and Bailey were very important. They
predicted traveling-wave amplification for a system consisting of an electron beam
drifting through an ion cloud. 3 The research on the double-stream amplifier was also
significant in this regard because the double-stream amplifier mechanism occurs quite
frequently in beam-plasma interaction. 4
About the same time, Bohm and Gross in a series of papers gave the most suc-
cessful treatment of plasma oscillations. They considered electrons with thermal
velocities in the plasma interacting with the electrons of a beam of well-defined velocity.
They worked out this problem by using Maxwell's equations and the Lorentz force
equation. They clarified the physical processes of the interaction and predicted that
plasma oscillations must be excited by an electron beam sent through a homogeneous
plasma. Several unsuccessful attempts were made to excite the growing wave by beam-
plasma interaction. 8 It has been suggested that the failure of these experiments was
due to the amplification, which was too small for amplification of noise oscillations to
an observable level.9 Finally, Boyd, Field, and Gould 1 0 and Kharchenko and his
co-workers 1 succeeded in exciting oscillations at the plasma resonance frequency.
The effects of boundaries had already been studied by Bohm and Gross. The effects
of nonzero plasma electron temperature were first studied by Vlasov, 12 Landau, 1 3
B;ohm and Gross,6 and Allis.1 4
1
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The most detailed analysis of beam-plasma interaction was published by Allen and
Kino 5 for a cylindrical system in a finite, axial magnetostatic field. A detailed anal-
ysis has also been made by Fainberg,1 6 who again made use of linearized equations. It
has been suggested recently that we cannot always linearize the equations that describe
the system. Klimontovich and Silin17 in a recent chapter point out that the known
treatments of this problem are based, in essence, on the assumption that the particles
entering the plasma do not change the properties of the plasma. The presence of the
Langmuir effect 17 indicates that such an approach is not always sufficient. In such
cases a system of nonlinear equations for the electrons of the beam and of the plasma
must be solved simultaneously. Since the energy transfer from the beam to the wave
takes place in the region where the wave grows, the process of establishment of
a wave must be examined.
Even when the linearized equations are used, the whole analysis becomes cumber-
some, because of the complicated equations involved in the solution of the problem, and
the answers, once obtained, are numerical and cannot be generalized. Therefore we
need approximate approaches that would be simpler mathematically. A very powerful
approach is coupling-of-modes, which was introduced by Pierce.l8 This approach not
only made general results available but also, when properly used, provided physical
insight to the problem. Its main drawback was that the approximation involved was
satisfactory only for weak coupling at various systems. This drawback was removed
by Haus. 19 By variational methods, he obtained a valid formalism for tightly coupled
systems which reduces to Pierce's formalism for weakly coupled systems.
Another approximation technique was the quasi-static approach introduced by Smullin
and Chorney, 2 0 and by Gould and Trivelpiece. 2 1 Under the approximation V X E 0
an electric potential may be used. The solution of the problem and the results become
significantly simpler. A very important prediction in Smullin and Chorney's analysis
was the interaction between a backward wave above the plasma frequency in the finite
plasma column and the electron beam by use of quasi statics and coupling of modes.
They also point out that interactions predicted by the beam-plasma theory are analogous
to interactions that occur in various microwave tubes. The usefulness of the quasi-
static approximation is limited, because of the question about the region of its validity.
Initially, it was thought to be valid for slow waves in general. Bers has proved 2 2 that
a rigorous analysis establishes additional restrictions.
We conclude this historical sketch by mentioning some of the experiments related
to our problem. Boyd, Field, and Gould 10 revealed a strong interaction of a modulated
beam with the plasma of a mercury arc discharge. Their results agreed with their
analysis based on the method of Bohm and Gross. Other successful experiments have
been performed by Tchernov, 3 and by Allen and Kino. 5 Experiments have been
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reported in which an urimodulated electron beam stimulates ion oscillations, both ion
and electron oscillations, 2 5 and electron oscillations in a system normally used for ion
oscillations.26 Experiments by Smullin and Getty with a low-pressure gas-arc device
2
in the Research Laboratory of Electronics, M.I.T., have indicated interaction of
an electron beam with plasma produced by the beam.27 This interaction produces
large-signal oscillations. These experiments are being continued by Smullin, Getty,
Hartenbaum, and Hsieh, with higher power input to the beam.
1.2 ANALYSIS OF THE BEAM-PLASMA SYSTEM
We now turn to a few of the problems in the broad field of beam-plasma systems to
which we shall devote attention.
There are many approaches to the field analysis in an anisotropic medium. One of
them is similar to the normal-mode expansion in isotropic waveguides. Very important
contributions to the development of this method have been made by Suhl and Walker,2 8
Kales, 2 9 Gamo,30 and Van Trier 31 who worked with gyromagnetic media. The first
complete analysis for guided waves in anisotropic media was given by Van Trier.32
A thorough analysis for guided waves in gyroelectric media has been given by Bers.3 3
The most general approach to the problem of field analysis in anisotropic and inhomo-
geneous media was given by Schelkunoff, 3 4 by use of an approach quite different from
that introduced by Kales.
For a linearized description of a system, which we shall examine, a powerful
technique for the study of the exchange of energy between beam and plasma is the
small-signal conservation principle introduced by L. J. Chu for an electron beam
under the assumption of infinite magnetostatic field.35 This principle has been extended
to a filamentary beam in finite magnetostatic fields by Bobroff and Haus.36 A power
theorem for an electron beam and plasma by use of electromagnetic potentials was given
by Sturrock.37 Bers and Penfield formulated the conservation principle for a finite
irrotational relativistic beam.38 Recently, Bobroff, Haus, and Kliiver generalized their
principle for finite nonrelativistic beams in terms of polarization variables. 3 9 Kliiver
has also given the conservation theorem in terms of electromagnetic potentials. 4 0
a. Theory and Models
We use a macroscopic treatment in which the basic equations describing the beam-
plasma system are Maxwell's equations, the Lorentz force equation, and the conser-
vation of charges. Because of their nonlinear character, we linearize them by using
the small-signal theory. In this theory we assume that the total fields and mechanical
variables are expressible as a superposition of a large unperturbed quantity (denoted
by subscript o) and a very small perturbation (without subscript). Under this assump-
tion, we may neglect quantities of second order in perturbed variables.
In general we shall not make the quasi-static assumption. That is, we consider the
effect of the AC magnetic flux density on the curl of the AC electric field. Therefore
our treatment is valid for slow as well as for fast waves. Since the quasi-static
approach provides a useful tool in the region of its validity, we formulate the
3
quasi-static approximation to our problem and investigate this region.
In Section II and part of Section III the beam velocity is assumed to be relativistic
for generality, although for most cases it is safe to assume that the beam velocity is
much smaller than the velocity of light. That is the reason for giving the resulting
simplifications (section 2. 8). The conservation principles in Section III are formulated
for nonrelativistic beam velocities.
There is a uniform, finite, axial, magnetostatic field along the axis of uniformity
of the waveguide. It is assumed to be much larger than the DC magnetic flux density
resulting from the DC current of the beam.
The model that has been chosen for the plasma contains electrons neutralized in
the unperturbed state by ions of finite mass. In some cases the effect of the ions
may be neglected (section 2. 8). In general we assume uniform DC charge density
for the plasma ions and electrons. Only in sections 2. 4-2. 6 do we examine cases with
transverse variation of the DC charge density. In order to take into consideration the
temperature of plasma electrons and ions we use a multispecies theory. In section 2. 7
we show how this multispecies theory may be used in the examination of initial
temperature.
For the beam we assume electrons drifting along the axis of uniformity of the
waveguide. The DC beam velocity is assumed in general to be uniform (except in
sections 2. 4-2. 6 where transverse variation of the DC velocity is allowed). The beam
electrons are neutralized by nondrifting ions of finite mass. The simplification for
infinite ionic mass is given in section 2. 8. The DC charge density of the beam electrons
is assumed in general to be uniform (except in sections 2.4-2. 6).
We neglect collisions of any kind throughout the whole treatment; we assume a loss-
less beam-plasma system. The consideration of collisions would modify the elements
of the dielectric tensor. The modified dielectric tensor may be used in Section III for
the field analysis in the case of collisions.
The waveguide is assumed to be metallic, lossless, uniform with the z-axis
taken along the axis of the waveguide. In general, the cross section of the wave-
guide is arbitrary; thus we use a generalized system of transverse orthogonal
coordinates. The waveguide is not necessarily filled by the plasma or the beam,
nor does the plasma need to have the same cross section as the beam. For
the extension of our theory in such cases we consider an abrupt change of the
corresponding charge densities at such boundaries and the introduction of surface
charges and currents (section 2. 6). In the actual system there is not, of course,
such an abrupt change in charge densities; instead unneutralized sheaths are formed.
The problem of guided-wave propagation in the presence of sheaths has not yet been
solved.
Finally, we assume the various small signal quantities to be Fourier-analyzed
in space and time. The z-dependence is taken as exp(-yz), where y = a + jp, and the
time-dependence exp(jct), where w is always taken real. Hence our entire analysis
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will be restricted to beam-plasma systems that are free of nonconvective (absolute)
instabilities.
1.3 OUTLINE OF THE ANALYSIS
There are two basic ways of analyzing beam-plasma systems. One method is to
follow a direct approach to the solution of the beam-plasma system considered as an
entity; this is followed in Sections II and III. The second approach is the use of the
coupled-mode theory. We consider the plasma as one entity and the beam as another
and study their weak coupling. This has already been done by use of a quasi-static
model for the plasma. The non quasi-static treatment of the plasma is known but
mathematically complicated; therefore, in Section IV we give an approximate approach
to the non quasi-static solution of the plasma alone by coupling of empty-waveguide and
quasi-static modes.
In Section II we derive the tensor-medium description of the system that is used for
the field analysis and the formulation of the characteristic equations of the system.
First, we derive the operator tensor relation between the velocities and the electric
field. By use of this relation we derive the dielectric tensor, which contains operator
elements. Thus we call it "operator" dielectric tensor. This tensor is slightly mod-
ified when we allow transverse variation of charge densities and of the velocity of the
beam. The newly formulated operator dielectric tensor is shown to be Hermitian for
a lossless passive medium surrounded by lossless walls. Next, we deal with the proper
boundary conditions derived from the tensor description of the medium, which must be
used for the field analysis.
We demonstrate how the multispecies theory, which is used throughout this report,
may be used for the adoption of our theory for the study of cases with finite electron
and ion temperatures (some special cases are examined).
In Section III we give the field analysis, the characteristic equations of the beam-
plasma system, and we deal with conservation principles for the beam-plasma system.
We derive a set of second-order partial differential coupled equations for the lon-
gitudinal fields, which may be transformed to a set of uncoupled fourth-order equations.
Then the transverse fields can be found by use of their relations with the longitudinal
fields. Because of the similarity (although the coefficients are modified) between the
field analyses for a beam-plasma system and for plasma alone, we extend the tech-
niques for the field solution and the derivation of the dispersion and determinantal
equations from the latter system to the former system. (For a better physical under-
standing of the resulting equations (field solution and dispersion equation in section 3.4;
determinantal equation in Appendix B) we examine the simple case of a single electron
beam (Appendix A).)
We give the simplifications that may be made for the critical frequencies of the
system and for the important region of slow waves. We also give the simplifications
that result under the quasi-static approximation and we examine the region of its validity.
5
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Then we give the logical extension to our system of Chorney's theorem for bidirec-
tional waveguides in terms of the dielectric tensor and the electrical variables only.
Finally, we give variational theorems for the beam-plasma system. We treat also a
few examples.
It has been observed that the non quasi-static plasma modes behave as quasi-static
modes near resonances and as empty-waveguide modes near cutoffs. This suggests an
approximate approach to the non quasi-static solution of the plasma based upon the
coupling of empty-waveguide modes and quasi-static modes. This is accomplished in
Section IV.
For generality we deal with a gyrotropic medium and examine the coupling of empty-
waveguide modes to quasi-static modes. In section 4.3 and Appendix C we review the
properties of the empty-waveguide modes and derive the orthogonality conditions and
the normalization for the quasi-static modes. Then we derive the coupling coefficients
for a gyrotropic medium, whose dielectric tensor and magnetic permeability are
functions of space. Next, we discuss the dispersion relation.
After the formulation of the general theory we specialize the results of sections 4.4
and 4. 5 for a plasma that may not fill the waveguide completely. We apply our suggested
procedure for a circular cylindrical geometry (section 4. 8, Appendix D). Then we pre-
sent an example of a completely filled waveguide, and compare the results obtained by
use of the coupled-mode theory with the results found by direct solution of the problem
of a plasma waveguide (Appendix E).
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II. DIELECTRIC TENSOR
2. 1 INTRODUCTION
Our purpose here is to show how the whole system (electron beam and plasma) can
be described as an anisotropic dielectric medium. First, we examine the general
non quasi-static and relativistic case, and then we give the simpler forms reduced
under certain assumptions.
In section 2. 2 we derive the mobility tensor for each species according to our multi-
species theory. The mobility tensor for the mth species relates the AC velocityVm to
the AC effective electric field E + v X B. We wish to find the mobility tensor relating
om
Vm and E only. We must eliminate B; since B is related to E through differential
operators, the final mobility tensor will contain differential operators.
In section 2. 3 we derive the dielectric tensor under the assumption of homogeneous
DC charge density and velocity. The case of transverse variation of the DC charge
density and velocity is examined in section 2. 4. The time derivative of the dielectric
displacement vector is equal to the time derivative of EoE plus the convection current
of each species (which is a function of the AC charge density and velocity). Both of
these quantities are related to E through differential operators. Therefore the
dielectric displacement vector is related to E through differential relations. Since
the dielectric displacement vector is equal to E premultiplied by the dielectric
tensor, this tensor must contain differential operators. In section 2. 5 we examine
the properties of the dielectric tensor.
In section 2. 6 we study the boundary conditions necessary for the solution of the
problem of wave propagation in the system. We show how the boundary conditions are
satisfied because of the operational character of the dielectric tensor. For a waveguide
partially filled by plasma and/or beam, the sheath around the column of plasma and/or
beam must be taken into consideration in a rigorous solution. In this treatment we
neglect the effect of sheaths.
Throughout we make use of the multispecies theory because our theory may be
adopted for the study of cases with nonzero electron and ion temperatures. Without
elaborating on this subject we show how it may be accomplished in section 2.7.
In section 2. 8 we examine some special cases: the cases of plane waves, infinite
ion mass, infinite magnetostatic field, temperate plasma and beam, and nonrelativistic
beam velocity. (The term "temperate" was introduced by Allis. 4 1 )
The model which will be used in the analysis has already been described in
section 1.2.
2.2 OPERATOR MOBILITY TENSOR
The Lorentz force equation for the mth species is written
7
--
d
dt (mV)m = e(E+ VX B) . (1)
We have assumed that there is a DC magnetic field Bo along the z-axis. The DC
velocity VoM of each species is also z-directed. By use of the small-signal theory under
the above-mentioned assumptions we find 3 8 that
(m)m = mTmVTm + mzmvzm. (2)
Here, mTm and mzm denote the unperturbed "transverse" and "longitudinal" masses.42
mTm mm Rm (3)mTm momRom
m = m Rm3 (4)Zm om om'
where
1 2 -1/2
Rom =
We find also
(E+ vX B)m = E + Vom X B T + VTm X B (5)
Let us define
e
o m B (6)
cm m o0
We assume that all AC quantities vary as f(ul,u 2 ) exp(jwt-yz), where f(u1 ,u 2 ) is a
function of the transverse coordinates. We also assume that the DC velocity of each
species has no transverse variation.
We introduce Eqs. 2, 5, and 6 into Eq. 1 and separate (1) into transverse and lon-
gitudinal components. Finally, we get
mTm(jw-yvom+ocmizX) VTm = em(ET+Vom X BT ) (7)
m (j~- =e E. (8)mzm(j-Om) zm emEZ (8)
The solution of Eqs. 7 and 8 is
V = jm (E+VomX BT), (9)
8
where
M -jM 0M1 m Jxm
m M xm m ° . (10)
0 0 MII m
Let us define
X =( + jyv (11)rm om
e
m
'm=m (12)
om
The elements of the mobility tensor 4 3 Mm are given by
MIm rTm R (13)
m2 ) Om (2c -)m 
cm rmcm rm
cm tm cm 
xm TOmnxm (co2 2 -Rom 2 2 (
-Cm rm cm -orm
1 m 1 (15)
= - .(15)
im -zm rm R 3 rm
om
The same solution can be found if we examine each species in a frame moving with
the DC velocity of the species and then return to the laboratory frame through a
relativistic transformation.
In the rest frame the relation between vm and E only can be found if we use the
relation between B and E, as it is derived from Maxwell's equations. 4 4 - 4 6
(V X E)T [TEz+y ET]
BT = j j (16)
Therefore
om T 
In (17)T is the 2 X 2 identity matrix, and VTis....................... E  (17)
In (17) IT is the 2 X 2 identity matrix, and VT is the 2 X 1 matrix
9
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1 a
hi au 1
a
au2
The differential operators in this matrix operate on E as may be seen from the
partition of the matrix (17).
The relation between velocity and electric field is now written
V =jM 
m jMop,m 
where
M =M M
op,m m
'rm= vom IT J O VT
0 1
(18)
rm -
M Tm
V
om 
J MTm
0
T
MIm
The symbol MTm denotes the 2 X 2 matrix
M
jMxmK:
that is the transverse part of the M m tensor.
mobility tensor."
We call the tensor M
op,m
2.3 OPERATOR DIELECTRIC TENSOR
Maxwell's equations are
V X E = -jwc o H
VXH = joE + J.
10
1
h 2
(19)
"operator
(20)
(21)
_jM xm
M
Im
In our multispecies theory
J E Jrm = (Pom Vm+Pmom). (22)
m m
In order to define an equivalent anisotropic dielectric medium we use the relation
+JO K E. (23)JwE0 op
Here we have used the symbol Kop for the "operator dielectric tensor."
In order to obtain the form of Kop we must express J as a function of E. For this
purpose it is sufficient (according to Eq. 22) to express Vm and Pm in terms of E.
Equation 18 provides the relation between V and E. Therefore we must find the
m
relation between Pm and E. This is provided by the law of conservation of charges
for the mth species:
V Jm + jPp = 0. (24)
We assume that in addition to the DC velocity Vom, the charge density Pom is
uniform over the cross section of the waveguide. Then, introducing Eq. 22 into
Eq. 24, we find
PM J V.V .(25)
rm
For the current of the mth species we find, by use of Eqs. 22, 25, and 18,
Jm = jPom pm .+ j V j (26)
m eom opm Eqrm 3op m f 
By use of Eqs. 19, 22, 23, and 6 we get for the K tensor
1 PorK= I+ m = I += +rm
1m M mE rm
m M
rm T
v T 
VT.j-q-vT ..
B v
'" 7j omvT,rm T i O  VT
*T M 
· M . .......... ........... (27)
m
0 . 1
11
___I I
_ 
_
To simplify the notation, we shall omit the subscript "op" in Kop in the rest of our
treatment.
In (27) IT is the 2 X 2 identity matrix, [VT] is the 2 X 1 matrix
1 a
El7 au
1 a
h2 au 2
and [VT ] is the 1 X 2 matrix
lh2 a h2lh2au 1 . hh 2 au 2
When we carry out the tensor operations indicated in Eq. 27, we find for the K
tensor the form
K 1
jKx
K4j VT
o
-jK
K.:
K-
+-k i z · TX o:
K
0
K5 X
k 
o
K
K 6 K V
11 T
0
(28)
In the formulation (28)
LK 4 TK 5 VT]
-VT-k iz XT
0 
is the 2 X 1 tensor
K4 1
ko hi
K4 1
ko h2
a
1
a
3U 2
51 a
ko h2 aU2
K5 1 a
ko hI1
The expression
K5
+ 1
k z
o
VTx
12
K4
k T 
0 o T
is the 1 X 2 tensor
K 4 1 a
k hlh 2 au h2
Finally,
is th e 1 1 tensor
is the 1 X 1 tensor
K5 1 a
ko hlh 2 a2 8u
h2 a
h1 au1
* K4 1 a
Jk hlh 2 au 2
KK5 1 a
k0 hhz au1
a hi
au 2 h 2
The result of the premultiplication of E by K is
K ' E = KET + jKx(iz X ET) + KIIE z
K
+ j VTE z
K5
k (iZ X VTEZ)
+ iz ko
0
(VT ET) +
K
k iz (VTX ET)
K6 
We introduce the notation
2 Pom
Opm =lm E
Pomem
E om
2 1 Pom Pomem
'opTm = m Rom E EomTm
2 I Pom POMem
pzm = m R 3o ° omzm
om
Then the elements of the K tensor are written as follows:
2 2
X + 12 PopTmWr m
K_= 1 + Xm= 1+2 2 Z
m m cm rm
2
1 ~ z p T m'cmc rm
Kx = Xxm 2 2
m m cm rm
13
h .
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
_ 1_1_1 _____11__ ·___ _
K11 = + 
m
K4 1
k k 
o o
m
K5 1
k 0
m
K6 1
o o m
2
pzm
Xlm = 1 - 2
m rm
1
X4m = 2
1
X5m = 2
1
X6m = 
o
2Z pTm rm
2 2 VomC - m
m cm rm
2
WpTm cm
2 2 vom
C -
m cm rm
2
cpTm 2
2 2 om'
o -W
m cm rm
2.4 TRANSVERSE VARIATION OF DC VELOCITY AND CHARGE DENSITY
If we want to examine the boundary conditions of a partially filled waveguide, we are
confronted by a problem when om and/or Pom have a transverse variation. This does
not violate the DC condition V (pomv ) = 0, since v is z-directed. Let us examineom om om
the modifications resulting from VTVom and VTPom.
Equation 7 remains the same, but Eq. 8 becomes
m [(jw-yv m) Vzm +VTm (VTvom] em E
with the solution
1 zm VTm (VTvom)Vzm= -j- E +j (39)
rm rm
The law of conservation of charge (Eq. 24) yields for the AC charge density
V (Pomm)
Pm = j (40)
rm
The convection current of the mth species is written by use of Eqs. 39 and 40:
VTm
-E+jJ = Pom (M
m om op. m
V (Pm )
+ Tom V(Pomvm)
crm VoJ rm
=Jom(op, m 'r  11 m )
14
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(P (omvTm)
Lz rmr
= ipom(Mop,m
VTom VomVT (PomVTm) PomVom Tm
rmrm
JYVom
'E
rm
M mEZll z
(JYVTVom)
co
rm
+ jVT( omV Tm)
rm
Therefore Eq. 27 is modified as follows:
= 1
Xm =I+Ewm
= 0 
PomIT
jV PomVom
rm
0
o
rm
with the explicit form
KI
jK
Ix
K:I
KVT
JT k
0
+ iz VT X
K :5 
k
O
K4
0kO
K
Kl[ - V T . k2 VT
O
K5
VT -k iz
0
+ ji z
The K's with subscript I, x, 11, 4, 5, 6 are given by Eqs. 33-38.
given by
X7m
1
=-
2
CA)
2
WpTmncm
The element K7 is
2
vr (44)
12 2 om
"rm (Vcmo rm 
The result of the premultiplication of E by K is given in the following relation:
K E = KIET + jKx(izX ET) + K 1E z + ji VTE z
0
+1 z VTX ET)
K5
k
0
(iz X VTEZ)
VT( k2
k
VTEz)
+ ji VT X V,
z TX ka V
(45)rE z)
I
(41)
op, m
op,m
(42)
X VT
VT X
(43)
K7
k
0
VT
K7
k 
0
-Y k 0 M
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2.5 PROPERTIES OF THE DIELECTRIC TENSOR
Maxwell's equations are written as follows in terms of the dielectric tensor.
VX E = -jwc, H (46)
VX H= jE oK ·E. (47)
Dot-multiplying the first one by H , the complex conjugate of the second one by -E,
and adding the resulting equations, we obtain
2 V (EXH*) = -j2zc(IoJH1 2 - 14 E K *E ). (48)2 4 o
For propagating waves in a lossless, stable system, that is, for y = j and o real,
we know that Re A (ET X H) iz da = 0. The integration is carried out over the
cross section of the waveguide (Fig. 1). The consequence of the last relation is that
A
VWALL
EGUIDE
Fig. 1. Cross section of waveguide.
We shall prove that the K tensor is a Hermitian operator, that is, it satisfies 4 7:
SA2 Kh E 1 da- S E1 E da = (49)
which when applied for E 1 = E 2 = E shows that
KE * E da= EKhAh A
is a real number.
Let us split K into a nonoperator part, (KN), and an operator part, (Ko). The
16
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tensor KN contains the elements KI, Kx , K. The tensor K O contains the differential
operators. The coefficients of these operators are K4 , K 5 , K6 , and K7 .
For a propagating wave, y = jp, all K are real, since w r is real. Therefore the
nonoperator part of the K tensor is obviously Hermitian. For KO, we get
E-* E da- *K O E 2 da = j VT (EZ1 E +E* -
A VT ETV (Ez 1 XET2+E T1XE2 daEZ V _~O - VEl daE--
+ V * k 6 (ElVT z2-EzZ Tzl/j
S TL V K7 VT (EzlEZz) da
When the wall of the waveguide is lossless, Ezl = Ez = 0 on the wall. Applying
Gauss' theorem and using the above-mentioned boundary conditions, we find that the
right-hand side of the equation above is zero. Therefore Eq. 49 has been proved.
For complex waves y = a + j, in a system which may be described by the
tensor (43), this dielectric tensor has both Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts:
K = Kh + K. The definition for K is
CA E a E1 da + S E a da= 0 (50)
In the proof for the Hermitian character of K we used the property that the K are
real for y = jp. Therefore when y = a + jp, the tensor Kh will be found when we
consider the real part of K, and the tensor Ka when we consider the imaginary part
of K.
2.6 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
For the derivation of the boundary conditions let us assume a circular cylindrical
waveguide of radius a. At radius b (b < a) there is a discontinuity for some species
(vom1 # vom2 and/or Poml * Pom2) We know that the tangential E field and the
normal H field must be continuous at r = b. According to a technique suggested by
Hahn,48 we replace the first-order ripple perturbation of the boundary by an equivalent
first-order surface charge density (m) and a first-order current density (Czm).
For a rigorous solution the method may be applied only when there is no variation
of the electric field in the boundary layer. When the forces on the electrons vary
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rapidly within the layer, then a scrambling of the electrons takes place, because of the
nonsynchronous motions of electrons. 3 9 For an unneutralized beam it has been shown
that the variation of the electric field in the boundary layer is zero within a first-order
approximation of the transverse displacement vector FT. In a neutral plasma column
a sheath is formed around the column. The sheath, of course, is not neutral. For a
rigorous solution this sheath must be examined. In the present treatment we assume
that the variation of the total electric field at the perturbed position is small. 4 9
From the equation
EoV .E = p = Pm (51)
m
we derive the boundary condition
Eo(ErlEr 2) = k cm (52)
m
From Eq. 21 we derive the second boundary condition:
HO1 - H02 = Czm.(53)
m
In order to derive the boundary conditions with our K-tensor formulation, we need
the following equations, as well as (46) and (47),
V' (EoK- E) = 0 (54)
and
V' H = 0. (55)
Equations 46 and 55 yield again the results that the tangential E field and the
normal H field are continuous.
For the derivation of the other boundary conditions, we consider a boundary layer
of width Ar, which separates part 2 (r < b) of the waveguide from part 1 (b < r). The
medium in part 2 is described by a tensor K2 of the form given by (43). The tensor
K1 of the same form, but with different values for its K, describes the medium in
part 1. In the boundary layer we assume that each K has a smooth transition from
its value at 2 to its value at 1. We do not assume any specific form for this transition,
as long as it is smooth.
If we integrate (47) over the frame bAO, Ar (Fig. 2), we obtain
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(H 0 1 -H 0 2 ) bA = WE0o r r[rj
K4 K
E + 5 EI r fo e0 0
K6 
- --E2 ar z
00
+ J k2 raO
O0
E r dr AO.
(56)
0
Fig. 2. Boundary layer.
As it may be seen from Fig. 2 the "Z" in (56) denotes b - Ar2' and "1" denotes b +
As Ar - 0 the boundary layer degenerates into a sharp boundary and "2" denotes
b and "1" denotes b+.
Equation 56 yields
/W K
H - H = oE K jEoo E 00H1 EO [(k Er i k E
o o
= WE oX i
m
[ °m (m
K 6 aE
+j 2 r
k 
O
k2 b80/K 7 aE Z1j 0 I] 1
(57)
· -Om -r]}
where Wm E)r is the r-component of Xm E.
The definition of Xm is given by Eqs. 33-38 and Eq. 44. We have
property:
used the following
v
om
X4m o Xlm'
rm
v
om
X5m = om Xxm
rm
v
X6m - o X4m'
rm
v
om
X7m = X 5m
rm
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From Eq. 49 we get by integration over the pillbox Ar, bAO, Az shown in Fig. 2:
K KKEo [(K E)rl -(K E)r2] b r rL (Jko E + o
K6 . 7 x
k 2 r Ez j k 2 r E r 
0 0
or
E (E rl-E 2 ) + (Xm E) r] 0 (58)
Comparing Eqs. 58 and 52, we get
Em . E)rl
= WE 0 [ ](59)
rm 
From (57) and (53), we find
CZm = WEo m (Xm E)r 1 (60)rm
As a check we calculate
acr aC V 2
m + zm _ om = -)
az jOEolrm (Xm' E)r + jY orm ( E)at  z
rm
= Joo[(Xm E) r]1 rm2 rml'
as is expected from the law of conservation of charge applied to the pillbox at the bound-
ary.
2.7 WARM PLASMAS
Thus far we have treated cases of temperate plasma. We have used a multispecies
theory without any restriction on the number of species and without any restriction on
the number of species with initial DC velocity, in order to be able to formulate a theory
that may be extended to warm plasmas. We have not elaborated on this extension. Our
purpose now is to show how the extension of the theory to warm plasmas may be accom-
plished.
We consider the model of a plasma as derived from the Boltzmann transport theory
without collisions. 5 0 Let f (v ) be the unperturbed one-dimensional velocity distri-
mth ci (Fig. 3). 51bution function for the m species (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Velocity distribution.
A charge p omV = p f(v om) v OmAV, where AV is a volume element, is moving
with velocity vom. We may consider that the m species has been built up of subspecies
of charge density Pom = Om(v Om ) = Pomfom(vom, )6vom. Their plasma frequen-
2 2
cies will be wp =2 f (v )vm In the limit 6 v - 0 the summation of thepm, pm om om, [)om
various subspecies will become an integration over the entire velocity range.
Let us consider a stationary plasma, with a Maxwellian distribution of velocities.
Taking as an example K 1 e' where e stands for plasma electrons, we find approximately,
by expansion into series,
2
K z 2 + foe(voe) dvoe pe (61)
,e -Cpe =_0 - 2 +v 2 2 '
-o CO~j yo + ¥ Vte
where
3 ee [Toe (6)
v = (62)
te i/ me
is the rms thermal velocity, and Toe is the temperature of the plasma electrons in elec-
tron volts.
The integration in (61) has been carried out by expansion into series. The result
14
is valid when y vte is much larger or smaller than w. In order to avoid the heavy
computational work required for a Maxwellian distribution of velocities we may use a
resonant type of curve.52
Analogous procedures can be followed for the rest of the elements of the dielectric
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tensor. (This is beyond the scope of the present work.) Our intention is to show how
our multispecies theory may be extended to study warm plasmas.
2.8 SPECIAL CASES
We have treated a general relativistic case with transverse variation of v and p
om om
(Eq. 43), or without these transverse variations (Eq. 28). Now we shall study the sim-
plifications of the dielectric tensor in some special cases.
a. Plane Waves
If we assume a plane wave of the form exp[j(wt-k r)], with k in the x-z plane, the
dielectric tensor becomes
k
K1 -jKx K4 k
O
................................
k k k
xjK * K jK5 kx0 J5 k
.. °...........................
k: k : k
K x -jK l+ K 6 kx
__ ' o~~~~~~~ (63)
Relation (63) has already been used for the investigation of various waves.53
We notice that in the case of plane waves, when no boundaries are assumed, kx must
be a real number for the K tensor to be Hermitian.
b. Infinite Ionic Mass
The ions of the plasma are much heavier than the electrons. Therefore for large
2frequencies (>>wpiw>>ci) we may assume m i - ° and therefore pi- 0. In this case
we omit from the dielectric tensor the influence of a whole species (Xi0).
c. Infinite Magnetostatic Field
The cyclotron frequency of each species becomes extremely large ( cm-oo). Because
of the large magnetostatic field we have actually a one-dimensional case (Tm-0). Then
2
o pzm
K= 1 and K = 1 - 2 The other elements of the dielectric tensor vanish.
m rm
d. Temperate Plasma and Beam
The term "temperate" was introduced by Allis 4 1 for the case in which the electron
and ion temperatures may be neglected, and a linearization of the Boltzmann equation
is possible. The term "cold" plasma was used for the case of negligible temperatures
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K 
(vt=O). In this case a linearization of the Boltzmann equation is not possible, since the
condition for that is vt >> vin, where vin is the induced velocity of the average particle.
In a rigorous way a temperate plasma is defined as a plasma satisfying the condition
Vph >> Vt >> vin' where vph is the phase velocity.
When we neglect the effects of temperature only the beam electrons have DC velocity.
We use the subscript b for beam electrons, e for plasma electrons, and i for plasma
ions. There are only three species: m = b, e,i. We note that X4m = X5m = X6m =
X7m = 0 for the plasma ions and electrons. The elements of the dielectric tensor are
2
pe
K = 1 + - Z
- W
ce
2
pi
+2 2
ci -
2 2
( ( ( .pe ce pi ci
x =2 e 2 ) + (22)
2 2 2
'pe pi pzb
K1 =1 -2 - 2 2
C W W- 1
2
K4 WpTbrb
k- 2 2 2 r ob
2k0 W( cb-rb) VbK 5 WpTbcb
k° Wr (wcb b) rb b
2
K6 WpTb 2
2 2 2 
ko Xcub rb
2
K7 'pTb~cb 7_ 2
2- b2 ( 2 o2 \ Vob'ko 0 Wrb" (' cb- Orb )
2We note that wcb = ce and wpb
cb wee pb
+
~3
+
2 2
°pTb~°rb
2/(oo2 _o2 
Z (wcb Srb )
2
'pTb'cbWrb
2(2 2
a 'cb-~rb)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)
(70)
nb 2
=b 2, where nb and n are the densities of beam
ne pe b e
and plasma electrons.
The boundary conditions for a configuration shown in Fig. 4 are
tangential Hnormal = 0.
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Fig. 4. Circular waveguide partially filled by beam and plasma.
At r = b (boundary between plasma and free space),
Eo(Erl-Er2) = ( e+u ir=b o[ (X+i) · E]r, 2
HHr, H z, E, E are continuous.
At r = c (boundary between plasma and beam + plasma),
E0 (Er2-Er3) = (b+ e+ i) lr= c
where
0 (X- E)
Wrb b )r,3blr=c
(e+i) r= c o {t(Xe+Xi) Er,3
(77)HO2 - H 0 3 = vb'b r=
24
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(73)
and
(74)
(75)
(76)
___
~AIA/Cr-lln
x XiKe+=)'TE1rzI
e. Nonrelativistic DC Velocity
~ 2 2 2Assuming that v << c, we get R 1 and therefore = 2 = cm =
om om pTm pzm pm cm
e
m Tm = 1 zm M
m
Other simplifications can be applied for the extremely important case of slow waves
(vph<<c). The quasi-static approximation (VXEO0) is also very important. These cases
will be examined in Section III.
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III. FIELD ANALYSIS AND CONSERVATION PRINCIPLES
3. 1 INTRODUCTION
a. Field Analysis
We know that for a linear system with uniformity in the z-direction the solutions of
the electromagnetic fields have a z-dependence of the form exp(-yz). The time depend-
ence is given by exp(jwt), where o is the radian frequency which is assumed to be real.
The longitudinal wave number y is independent of position, but it does depend on the fre-
quency, the density of each species, and the magnetostatic field. The relation between
y and (dispersion relation) may be found from Maxwell's equations and the Lorentz
force equation. Since we are interested in the dispersion relation and the electromag-
netic fields, we shall use the following procedure. We shall first complete the study of
the fields, and then by use of these results we shall obtain the dispersion relation.
There are many approaches to the field analysis. We shall choose an analysis sim-
28ilar to the normal-mode expansion in isotropic waveguides. Suhl and Walker were
the first to show that for a circular waveguide filled by ferrite both electric and magnetic
longitudinal fields are nonzero. Kales considered waveguides of arbitrary cross section
containing gyromagnetic media, and he derived results concerning wave propagation in
these waveguides. 9 The same results as those of Suhl and Walker were obtained by
Gamo, 3 0 who gave a detailed analysis of the circular waveguide filled by ferrite.
Van Trier examined the corresponding problem for a rectangular waveguide.31 He also
gave the first complete analysis of guided waves in anisotropic media.32 A very thorough
analysis of guided waves in plasma has been given by Bers.3 3
We use the following procedure here. We separate the field vectors into transverse
(T) and longitudinal (z) components. We make use of the Maxwell's equations written
in terms of the K tensor. We have already used the Lorentz force equation for the der-
ivation of the K tensor. By manipulations of Maxwell's equations we find the partial
differential equations governing the longitudinal electric and magnetic fields. We derive
the dispersion relations relating the transverse fields to the longitudinal fields. Then we
proceed to the field solution and derive the dispersion relation by use of the partial dif-
ferential equations for the longitudinal fields.
In Appendix A we examine the case of an electron beam as an example of the general
theory given in sections 3. 2-3.4. By use of this theory we may find the field solution
and the dispersion equation.
The expression for the longitudinal wave number is extremely complicated. Simpler
equations can be found for the critical frequencies, that is, cutoffs (y-0) and resonances
in propagation (¥-coo). These resonances in propagation are extreme cases of the more
general and very useful range of slow waves (vph<<C). The simplifications that can be
made for the special cases will be examined.
A very important approximation for the analysis of guided waves in anisotropic media
is the quasi-static approximation introduced by Smullin and Chorney2 0 and Gould and
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Trivelpiece. 1 We extend this approximative method to the beam-plasma system and
we examine the region of its validity.
Finally, by use of the fields already found we must satisfy the boundary conditions.
This procedure yields the so-called determinantal equations. The derivation of the
determinantal equations for the specific geometries of a waveguide consisting of two
parallel plates and of a circular waveguide is given in Appendix B. The simultaneous
solution of the dispersion and determinantal equations yields the longitudinal number as
a function of the frequency and the parameters of the system.
b. Conservation Principles
We have analyzed the beam-plasma system by use of the small-signal theory. That
is, we have used a linearized system of equations. In analogy with the procedure intro-
duced by L. J. Chu3 5 we may derive conservation principles for this linearized sys-
tem.54 The quantities introduced in these theorems are products of first-order
quantities of the system, and are conveniently interpreted as small-signal power and
energy. Although their instantaneous expressions are not unique, the time average of
the small-signal power (for real frequency) integrated over the cross section of the wave-
guide and the time average of the small-signal energy per unit length (for real frequency
and propagating waves y = j) integrated over the cross section of the waveguide are
unique. 19,9 The usefulness of these quantities is well established.19
Since we have used two kinds of descriptions for the beam-plasma system, that is,
one by use of mechanical and electrical variables and another by use of the K tensor and
electrical variables only, we may classify the conservation principles into two corre-
sponding types.
Among the conservation principles making use of the mechanical and electrical vari-
ables, the first one was formulated by L. J. Chu,35 in 1951, for the case of a nonrela-
tivistic electron beam in an infinite magnetostatic field. Later Haus and Bobroff 3 6
derived the power terms for a nonrelativistic filamentary beam in a finite magnetostatic
field. Then Sturrock formulated a variational principle and an energy theorem for non-
relativistic beams and plasmas by use of electromagnetic potentials. 37 Bers and Penfield
derived the power and energy terms for an irrotational relativistic beam. 8 Bers also
formulated a conservation principle for warm plasmas. 55Bobroff, Haus, and Kliiver 3 9
have generalized their previous theorem to nonrelativistic beam in arbitrary field.
Kliiver has also given a formulation of the same based on electromagnetic potentials. 4 0
A bidirectional waveguide theorem that is due to Chorney56 relates the real and imag-
inary parts of the longitudinal wave number to the energy and power terms of the system.
This theorem was derived by Chorney for bidirectional waveguides from a consideration
of standing waves. Bers and Penfield, 5 7 by means of a new technique that does not
require standing waves, derived the logical extension for nonbidirectional systems with
the restriction that each species of the system be irrotational. This is the same restric-
tion that was applied for the derivation of their power theorem.38 A generalization for
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the case of a rotational, unidirectional, and rectilinear beam has been accomplished.54
For the conservation principles that make use of the K tensor and electrical variables
only the first theorems were introduced by Chorney56 for a bidirectional plasma system.
Bers and Penfield generalized these results by a new approach for a unidirectional but
irrotational beam,56 and unidirectional plasma.57 In this report we generalize for the
case of a rotational unidirectional and rectilinear beam.
Finally, we include variational theorems and applications for the beam-plasma sys-
tem. Bers has given the variational theorems and principles for plasma.5 8
Throughout Section III we assume that the system is homogeneous.
3.2 RELATIONS BETWEEN THE LONGITUDINAL FIELDS
From the divergence equation for the electric field,
V ( K.E) = 0,
we get explicitly
K k )VT T x o ) z (VTX T)
+ j 26VTE z- YK E = 0.
Introducing the following equation derived from Maxwell's equations
iz (VT X ET) = -jCtoHz,
we find
J=YK4 jYK6E - H yKEz 0.( k T + k 2 x z K - E
(78)
In order to get the relation between the longitudinal fields, we must express VT 
ET in Eq. 78 in terms of the longitudinal fields. For this purpose we split Eqs. 46 and
47 into their transverse and longitudinal components::
z V T X ET = -jcoHz (79)
i z X (V X E) = VTE + yE T -j Z X H (80)
iz V T X HT = jCEo(K E)z (81)
i X (VXH) = VTH + YHT = jEoiZ X (K E)T. (82)
Taking the transverse divergence of both sides of (80) and solving for VT ET,
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VT 'ET =
(K 6-1) V2 E - kKIIE + jko K 5 Z
y + jkoK4
An analogous procedure with the use of (82) gives
V H + (kKI+ y2 ) H
VT' ET =
k5 
o
w K
x
Substitution of VT · ET as given by Eq. 83
VTEz + aE = bH ,
where
in Eq. 78 yields
(85)
Kj(Kjk+Y 2 )
2yK4
K1- k
o
(86)
¥ZK
2 + K4 K
k2 6
0
YKs + ko(KK5-KxK4 ) k 2 +
2yK4
K 1 -j k
(87)
K 6 _+ K -K
0
Substitution of VT ET as given by Eq. 84 in Eq. 78 and elimination of VTEZ by use
of Eq. 85 yields
2
VTHZ + cH = dE, (88)
where
/' -(\ I 4
c=y +kK - kK 2ox 2yK4
K-I- k
o
2
K5
K
x
2
y K 6
k2
K
- K6 + 2K4 K
x
(89)
+ 2K4 - KIK6
and
E
0d= Kb,la o
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we find
(83)
(84)
and
-
.
jw·L0 '
.
- - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----
where b is given by (87).
For plasma alone K4 = K = K6 = 0. Then the coefficients a, b, c, d reduce to the
expressions given for plasma by Bers.
For a single electron beam K4 , K5 and K6 are, of course, nonzero. Several sim-
plifications can be made in the expressions for a, b, c, d. The final expression obtained
in this can also be found by examination of the beam in a frame moving with the DC veloc-
ity of the beam and by transformation back into the rest frame. The example of the
single electron beam is carried out in Appendix A.
The solution of the partial differential equations (85) and (88) gives the expression
for Ez and H . For the completion of the field analysis we must find the relation of the
transverse fields to the longitudinal fields.
3.3 TRANSVERSE FIELDS
Following the corresponding procedure for plasma by Bers, 3 3 we get from Eqs. 80
and 82
-Y 0 0 jw
w K -Y jWEoK1 0
0 j4L o -Y 0
-joE0oKL 0 o oK -Y
ET
HT
i z X E T
i XH TZ T
1 0 0 0
K5 K
-o k 1 WEO k 0
-j o~ oO O
O 0 1 0
K4 KW4 0 -jWE 1
-0 k0 ° 0jw6 k0o o
VTEz
VTHz
iz X VTE
iZ X VTHZ
Inverting the first matrix of (91), we get
p r q s
t p u q
-q -s p r
-u -q t p
1 0 0 0
K K
-jwE k 1 WE k 0
0 0
0 0 1 0
K4 K 
-WE 0 jwE k
- o0 O0
(92)
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E T
iT
i z X E T
z X HT
(91)
VTE z
VTHz
i z X VTEz
i XVHz VTHz
_ 
_
I .
_ 
_
I
_m
Here,
= -y(y 2 +koK)/D (93)
r = -'>ok 2K /D (94)
q = jykoKx/D (95)
s= j 0 (y 2 +koK )/D (96)
t = -Eoy 2 K/D (97)
u t-joKn +kO(-K2X (98)
D = (y2 +k2oKL) (koKx) 2 (99)
Equation (92) can be written as follows:
ET
HT
zX ET
_z HT
P r Q s
T p U q
-Q -s P r
-U -q T p
VTEz
VTHz
i X VTEz
z X VTHz
(100)
where
K4 K5
P =P - o-s - --r (101)o k - jio k-r
o o
K4 K5Q q + wEo -- r - jEo -- s (102)
o0 o0
K 4 K5
T =t - q - jE o - -p (103)
O O
K K
U = u + 0 4 p - jEo---q. (104)
o o
The coefficients P, Q, T, U are explicitly
(y2+k 2K)+jk (K K KK K)+jko 2 K
P - (105)D
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[k oY K x- Y K5- j ko 2 (KLK S-K x K 4 )]
Q= ko D (106)
WE 'Y'[kyK x-K jys - j k o (K±Ks-KxK4 )]T= o(107)k D
o
jWE 0 [k0y 2 K+K_ (3KI-K )_jy3K 4 -jyk (KKrK-K jJU= D0 (4_xK) (108)
k D
o
These relations complete the field analysis. The procedure for the solution is as
follows. First, we find the general solution for the longitudinal fields (Eqs. 85 and 88).
From these equations the dispersion equation may be obtained. The transverse fields
can be found from the longitudinal fields by use of Eq. 100. These three steps are the
subject of the section 3. 4. Finally, we use the field solution to satisfy the boundary con-
ditions. This procedure yields the determinantal equations for the boundary conditions.
In Appendix B we find the determinantal equations for the specific geometries of two
parallel plates and of a circular waveguide. The simultaneous solution of the dispersion
and the determinantal equations gives the longitudinal wave number as a function of the
frequency and the parameters of the system.
3.4 FIELD SOLUTION AND DISPERSION RELATION
We have proved that a formulation similar to one obtained for plasma alone3 3 can be
used for the beam-plasma system. Therefore we may apply to the beam-plasma system
the techniques for the field solution and the formulation of the dispersion relation for a
plasma. 3 3
At first we transform the coupled set of second-order equations (85) and (88) to an
uncoupled set of fourth-order equations.
[Vt+(a+c)V+(ac-bd)] [z] = 0 (109)
or equivalently
p)( [T+P2 0 (110)
as it has been proved for a plasma system.
The transverse wave numbers P1 and P2 are the solutions of the dispersion equation
p4 - (a+c)p 2 + (ac-bd) = 0. (111)
The general solution of (111) as given by Van Trier3 2 is
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E = EZ1 +E . (112)z zl z2
The components of E z satisfy the simple wave equations:
(VT+P 2) Ezl = 0. (113)
The longitudinal magnetic field is
Hz = hlEzl + hEzz' (114)
where
2 2
2 a-p 2 d P 2 1 -c dh = .. .. ' - - ' - (115)1,2 b 2 b 2
c- 1 ,2 P2, 1 -a
Substitution of (112) and (114) in Eq. 100 yields for the transverse fields
ET
HT
iz E T
i X H T
p ra r sa s
b - q+- -w 
pa p qa q
T+ - - U+ -b - b Usb ra r
(Q+ ) +b brb b b 
/ qa\ q pa p
- b + T+ b
VT
/T2
Ez1 + Ez2
zX VT
2-
p i XV2z2 'T (116)
For plasma alone P = p, Q = q, T = t, U = u and (116) reduces to the expressions
given for plasma. 6 0
Taking into consideration the complexity of the coefficients a, b, c, d, the results
just obtained are complicated. Simplifications can be made for the critical frequencies,
cutoffs (y-O), resonances in propagation (y-oo), and also for the slow waves (vph<<c) that
are very important for practical applications. The modifications for the critical fre-
quencies and the slow waves are examined below.
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3.5 CRITICAL FREQUENCIES AND SLOW WAVES
a. Cutoffs
At cutoffs the longitudinal wave number is zero: y = 0. Since rb = + jyVob' we
conclude that w = Wrb' Equations 33-38 show that y is introduced into the elements of
the K tensor only through wrb' Therefore the substitution wrb = w in Eqs. 33-38 gives
the elements of the dielectric tensor when y = 0. The dielectric tensor remains an oper-
ator.
The coefficients a, b, c, d entering into the equations governing the longitudinal fields
(Eqs. 85 and 88) and the dispersion relation (111) are given by the following equations for
y= 0:
KK I Ik
a 2 (117)
K +K 42 K K6
jwtoko(K Ks-K K4b : 5 x 4 (118)
K +K 4 -KK
2 K5
1 - K K 2 - K6 + 2K4 K
c = k2K k2K2 x (119)
o ox 2- K K
~~o4 16
d = - -Klb. (120)
For a plasma waveguide K4 = K5 = K6 = 0, and therefore b = d = 0. The longitudinal
electric and magnetic fields become uncoupled and we get E and H waves with one trans-
verse wave number in each case. 6 1 For the beam-plasma system bd • 0, and therefore
the longitudinal fields are coupled even at cutoffs. The dispersion equation gives two
transverse wave numbers. For the field solution at cutoffs the procedure described in
sections 3. 2 and 3. 3 must be followed. Finally, the simultaneous solution of the disper-
sion equation and the determinantal equations for the boundary conditions for y = 0 give
the cutoff frequencies as a function of the plasma parameters.
b. Slow Waves
For slow waves I[y >> ko , therefore p >> ko and/or a >> ko . We assume that the DC
beam velocity is nonrelativistic (vob<<c). Under these assumptions the coefficients a,
b, c, d in the equations governing the longitudinal electric and magnetic field become
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K4 2 K6
0o k
( jyKK
K - jy-- 6o k2K4 Y¥K6
o
Y2 2 k2
c=y +kKI
o
- 2
xk
°
K J~KSK
K4 Y K 6
K 1-j2- ko
k0 k20
(123)
(124)
EoYK II (x-K )
d K 11 k
K4 2 6
0 k
0
The wave equations (85) and (88) are coupled. The dispersion equation (111) gives
two transverse wave numbers. For the field solution we must follow the procedure out-
lined in sections 3. 2 and 3. 3. An extreme case of slow waves is the resonances in prop-
agation, -y -co.
c. Resonances in Propagation
Since ly -o and y = a + j, it must be p-oo or a - oo. In order to find the coeffi-
cients a, b, c, d we use Eqs. 121-124, which are valid for slow waves. We shall use
the following equations, also.
K4 2 K6 1
Kj_ -j¥- - + X' i + Xe + X b
0 06o0I -~o ( kc \rb,0
Kx J o = Xx i + X x e + X xb 
(125)
(126)
Equations 125 and 126 are easily derived by using the expressions for the elements
of the dielectric tensor, Eqs. 33-38.
The results obtained for the coefficients a, b, c, d are
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(121)
(122)
2
K(y 2 +k 2 K) (127)
1 + X i + X e
b - oo( Xxi+ Xxe) (12)
1+ Xi + X e
c Y +kZK k°(Xi+Xxe) (129)
1 + X i Xe
d W Eo (X+X (130)
1 + Xii + Xte
Following the corresponding procedure for plasma, we find that resonances occur
when XLi= oo, Xe = oo or K = 0. The first two conditions yield the cyclotron resonances
( = Wci and w = ce). The third condition gives the plasma resonance ( =2 p e In
all of these resonances the transverse wave number is finite. We have not found a res-
onance with infinite transverse wave number (surface resonance), since we examine a
completely filled waveguide. In the last type of waveguide the infinite longitudinal and
transverse wave numbers yield trivial solutions.
(i) Plasma Resonance 2
2 2 2 2 (Xxi+Xxe )
Forw 2-wpi +pe' Iy| - oo; therefore, y2 > kO2 K and y2 >> k K -k1 + x+e
0i pe o I 0 1 1 + Xj i+ X le
Other simplifications can be made in expressions (127)-(130) for the coefficients a, b,
c, d. Finally, we get the following wave equations.
V +2 1+ + E =xi xe H (131)
T + + Xee z Xi+
V2 2 KII( Xxi+ Xxe)
E. (132)
T z1 +Y Hz ywE 1+ X + Xe z
Very close to the plasma resonance we can further approximate the field solution as
follows:
H 0 (133)
z
1z +Y 2 K II
Tz +1 + X i + Xe z
therefore,
2 Z Kll
p =K 1 (135)1 + XLi + Xle
(ii) Cyclotron Resonances
For w -ci and -,ce , we find that Ki - ( i+Xe (Xxi+Xx) This relationci ce :i-l+X-e) (Xxi+Xxe
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results in a simplification of the coefficient c (Eq. 129), and we get the following equa-
tions:
V E + (Y +k 2 j)KiE -_ i Xxi+xe H (136)T z + 1 + X e + Xli z 1 + X i + Xe z
HZ Xxi + X x eHV2 H + = 2 yEo 1 + Xi + Xle z (137)T z o 1 + Xj.+ z
Very close to the cyclotron resonances we may approximate as follows:
E Xxi + Xxe
___ K 1Ae E-O0 (138)z Y K 11 + Xi + Xl e z
V 2 Ez+ )IIE 0; (139)Tz i+ X Xe z
therefore,
p2 = 1 )(140)
1 + Xji + Xe
For plasma alone, Xxi + Xxe = Kx and 1 + Xi + Xle = K1 . Then Eqs. 136-140 for
the cyclotron resonances and Eqs. 131-135 for the plasma resonances reduce to the
expressions for plasma alone. 6 2
3.6 QUASI-STATIC APPROXIMATION
The exact analysis of the guided waves yields complicated equations; therefore, an
approximate solution is desirable. The quasi-static approximation (c-oo, VXE' 0) was
introduced for this purpose by Smullin and Chorney2 0 and by Gould and Trivelpiece. 2 1
This approach simplifies the equations considerably, but there are questions about the
region of its validity. Initially it was thought that the method was valid for slow waves
in general, but later it was proved 2 2 that more strict conditions must be considered. We
shall now examine the formulation of the quasi-static solution for the beam-plasma sys-
tem, and the conditions under which it is applicable.
We make the assumption B = 0. Then the small-signal Lorentz force equation
becomes
dt (m) = em(E+VmX Bo) (141)
and has the solution
Vm = jM E. (142)
m m
The mobility tensor M is given by Eqs. 10, 13, 14 and 15. The current for the
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m species is given by
J P omV
m om m Pom ( rm )om 0= mjsoX EL JWE OXMS E
where "s" stands for quasi-static.
In quasi statics V X E - 0, and therefore
VTEZ + YET = 0.
Substitution of Eq. 142 in Eq. 143 and use of Eq. 144 yields for Ks
S
K s = I+ ms
m
K1 s
jKxs
0
-jKxs
KlsI-s
0
0
K 6s
0 K~~0
O
The elements of K are
s
2
1 + pTmwrmK =1 +-; Is ci,,'2 2
W -
m cm rm
2
_ 
=1 p Tm cm
Xs w 2 2
C -C
m cm rm
2
copzm
KIs = 1 - , Z
m crm
2
6s j m
o2 cm rm0 m cm rm
From the divergence equation V (EoK s E) = 0 we get
-
¥Kiisz+¥--T z
=0
KsVT ·ET - YKIIsE + 2 VTE = 0.11~s 2 2 
O
If we use (144) to eliminate VT E T from (150), we find that
VTEz + y KllsY2
K -- KIs k2 6s
E = 0.
z
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(143)
(144)
2
T
(145)
(146)
(147)
(148)
(149)
(150)
(151)
--
This is a wave equation with transverse wave number
2 Z KIIsP2 = Y ll~- -s (152)
Y
K 
-- K6s
0
The relation between the elements of the quasi-static dielectric tensor Ks and the
elements of the exact dielectric tensor can be found by comparing Eqs. 146-149 with
Eqs. 33-38. The results are as follows:
jy
K s K -- K4 (153)s 4
o
iN
Kxs = K - K (154)
o
Klls = KIt (155)
K j jy K (156)
k2 yk 0 k0 (156)o
By use of these results we see that Eq. 78 yields Eq. 150 under the assumption
X(K- xJKk5) Bz 0, which is consistent with the quasi-static approximation.
The wave equation (85) can be written as follows for slow waves by use of (121) and
(122) and by introducing the elements of the quasi-static dielectric tensor through
Eqs. 153-156.
K (,Y2 +k 2 K1 ) K
2E + 2I sE = - o xs H (157)T z 2 z t z o 2 z
N N
K -- K K -- K
KIs 2 K6s KIs 2 6s
o o
Comparing Eqs. 157 and 152, we see that if
2 K K KsY 2 E >>k K EZ + y, 2 Hz (158)¥ z ol 2'2 z 0 s  2
Ks K2 K6s s k 2 6s s 6s
o o o
the quasi-static solution is. valid.
2The left-hand side of inequality (158) is Ps, as it is given by Eq. 152. The wave
equation (88) yields Hz, the longitudinal magnetic field for slow waves, by use of the
2
coefficients c y and
WE oYK 1 Kxsd= 
K - K
s k6s
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oH '-°K xsH K
z y ls 2
KIs 2 6s
I d2n 0Introduction of p and H into (158) yields
S Z
2 k2
Ps »ko
Klls
K1 +
Near plasma resonance,
2 >> kK 1 and y >> k0 _ 0
(Ks
K2
xs
2
K _-K
Is k 6
K2
xs
2
k K6
0
Therefore condition (160) is always satisfied.
Near cyclotron resonances, (160) is not always satisfied; therefore, it imposes a
restriction on the application of the quasi-static method. For W -a ci or X - Wce' we
may approximate as follows:
K 1 ' Xi + X e
2 2
K -- K 6 +iXj.+XI +Xj (Kl s k2 K6s = 1 + Xi + Xl e + Xb - XLi + XLes 2 se rb Xl
K2Kxs = Xxi + Xxe + Xxb = XiX2 (  + )2 (Xi+) 2Xs (Xrbxi+Xxe) ile
Equation 160 can be simplified near cyclotron resonances:
ps >> 2koKiis
or, by use of Eq. 152,
2 > 2k2Ky _L. (161)
To conclude the discussion about the region of validity of the quasi-static approxima-
tion, we summarize the restrictions for its validity.
(i) y2 >> k2
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We have
(159)
(160)
(ii) p >k-, where p is the exact transverse wave number. This restriction is dif-(it) 0~~ p2>2 2k o
ferent from restriction (i) because for a dispersive medium the condition y >> k does
2 22
not imply the relation p >> k 2 . 2 20
(iii) See Eq. 160.
For a plasma waveguide, v = 0; therefore, K6s = 0. We know that K4 = K K6 = 0;
z 2 K11therefore, by use of Eqs. 153 and 154, KI= K K K= . Then Eq. 152 yields p = Ki'A I' Xs 
which is the dispersion equation for the quasi-static analysis of plasma waveguides. 2 0
The restriction (160) reduces exactly to inequality (161).22 This inequality is only
an approximation of (160) for the beam plasma system.
3.7 CONSERVATION PRINCIPLES FOR THE OPERATOR TENSOR
MEDIUM DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
A most useful set of equations is the extension to our system of Chorney's bidirec-
tional waveguide theorem 5 6 in terms of the K tensor and the electrical variables only.
Bers has examined the formulation of the corresponding problem for plasma. 5 8
There are two main differences between a plasma waveguide and a beam-plasma system:
the dielectric tensor for the beam-plasma system is an operator, and it is a function of
y(=a+j3). The operational character of K does not impose additional difficulties for the
present formulation, after the examination of the properties of the K tensor in
section 2. 5. The dielectric tensor is now a function of y; therefore, it may have Her-
mitian and anti-Hermitian parts. In the case of a temperate plasma the K tensor is
always Hermitian for a lossless system.
We write the K tensor in the form
T KTz
K = .....
KzT Kz
Maxwell's equations written in terms of the K tensor and separated into transverse
and longitudinal components are:
-YET jwiz X BT + VTE (162)
0 =iz VT X HT - jEo(KzT ET +KEz) (163)
-YHT -jiz X Eo(KT ET+KTz. Ez) + VTHZ (164)
0 = i VT X ET + jB (165)
Dot multiplication of (16Z) by -H T X iz, multiplication of the complex conjugate of
(163) by -E z, addition of the resulting equations and integration over the cross section
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of the waveguide yield
E
Y(Pe+Qe) = [U T 4 E z(KzT ET+KzEz) da,
where
P +ejQ= I ET X ' d9ae e 2 T T
and
UmT 4o I HT I da.
Dot multiplication of the complex
*(165) by Hz , addition of the resulting
of the waveguide give
y (P +jQ ) = jz mz 4 S
where
conjugate of (164) by ET X iz, multiplication of
equations and integration over the cross section
ET (T ET+KTZ, E) da (169)
1 )J·~s, I·,I~ ~. (170)
Umz = 4 0 JA Iz (170)
Addition of Eqs. 166 and 169 and separation into real and imaginary parts yield
aPe = - Im UEa
aQe = O(Um-U h)
where
EU - E KEdaE 4=A
'
and
1
m mT mz 4 o S
(171)
(172)
(173)
(174)IHI 2 da,
and the subscripts h (or a) denote that the Hermitian (or anti-Hermitian) part of the K-
tensor must be considered (see section 2. 5).
Subtraction of (169) from (166) and separation into real and imaginary parts give
P e = (UmTUmz+UTh-UEzh + 2 Re UT) (175
pQe = Im (U Eza-UTa-2UEzTh) (176
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(167)
(168)
,)
D)
where
U ° E KT* E da (177)ET 4 T T T
E
U Z= ° E K E da (178)Ez 4 z 
e o * T KTz E da. (179)
For a temperate plasma which is assumed to be lossless, K = 0 and Pe + jQe = P +
jQ, where P is the total real power, and Q is the total reactive power. Then Eqs. 171,
172, 175, and 176 become
aP = 0 (180)
aQ = w(Um-U ) (181)
pP = (UmT-Umz+UcETU Ez) (182)
pQ = -2w Im UEzT. (183)
Equations 180-183 agree with those given by Bers.5 8
Let us assume that there exists a conservation principle in both descriptions:
mechanical and electrical variables, and K-tensor and electrical variables only. We
assume also that the system is lossless. From the description in mechanical and elec-
trical variables we find that the total power is P = Pe + PM where PM is the real
medium power. For a lossless system -z P = 0. Hence for complex y we have P = 0;
that is, PM = - P e. Then by use of (171) we find the expression of PM in terms of the
K-tensor and electrical variables only
P = Im U = au (184)M a Ea a Ea
This is the expression for the unique time-average power flow of the lossless medium
for complex, cutoff, and propagating waves.
Formula (184) is valid for any a, no matter how small but different from zero. Let
us find the limit of PM for a - 0. When a becomes very small (a<<l), we can approx-
imate K by the first terms of its expansion into Taylor's series.
Kh(, w)
K(y,) Kh(p,w) - j a a.
It is evident that
lim Klim K -j a.
a-- 0 aa
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Equation 173 then gives
lim U = o-j · ), E da.
a-0 Ea 4 ap
When this is used in Eq. 184 the result is
E c (wKh)
lim P 4 E Eda. (185)
M 4 da.ap
Equation 185 agrees with the expression for propagating waves (y=jp) given by Bers.5 8
We shall give three applications of (184) and of (171), (172), (175), and (176).
a. Plasma
For plasma we know that vom = 0. The K-tensor is independent of y and therefore
it is always Hermitian. Formula 184 gives
PM -0,
a well-known fact for temperate plasma.5 8
The modification of Eqs. 171, 172, 175, and 176 for a temperate plasma is given by
Eqs. 180-183.
b. Warm Plasma in an Infinite Magnetic Field
When Bo - o only the K11 is nontrivial. For the calculation of K we use the equa-
tion5 5
2
mvtmjm vzm+ N (-Nm) = e E (186)
m zm N mz'eE
om
where N denotes the density of the particles of each species, vm = 3em Tm/ini and
Tm is the temperature in electron volts.
The law of conservation of particles (V NomVm = - -Nm) gives
N v
N om zm (187)
m W
If we use (187) in (186) and solve for vm we find that
V - z 1 E . (188)
o +v tm¥tm
Therefore, for Kll, we get
2
1 zm pm (189)K II=1+1 1- co 2 2 2
m m tm
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which agrees with Eq. 61. Then we find
" Im U
a Ea
2 2
o A pmtmo
2 ° 2 2 E2 EZda
m A Ic+y . VthI
m
JA2 N y) Nom zm da
2
= Re 2 mvt Nr* da.
Z' -m m zm
m
Therefore
PM = Re -. 2
2
sA mVtmM N r* da,
zNom m zm
m
where r is the particle flow vector (J/e). Formula (190) agrees with the formula
derived by Bers 5 5 by means of the conservation principle in mechanical and electrical
variables.
c. Electron Beam in Infinite Field
Since Bo - °, Oc - °o, only the K11 term is nontrivial. Using the notation wr= (w-Pvo) +
javo, we find from Eq. 35 that
o~~~~Za w~ 
2
CO
p
Klla = -j Im = 2
or
0 0 P
zavo (w-pvo) op
Therefore
Re ( r)W 2
2 oVo cr 14 IE 2 da
= Re A e E )[jiEco(K -l1)E* dae z
= Re 1 T J* da.Ae z (191)
This is the kinetic power flow introduced by L. J. Chu3 5 (T=mv V).
The formulation of the conservation principles in terms of the K tensor and the elec-
trical variables is simpler mathematically than the formulation in terms of the electrical
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(190)
Im U =
a Ea
--- II I I-- -I -
and mechanical variables. The physical interpretation of the various terms for the K-
tensor and electrical variables formulation is hard. For this it is convenient to refer
to the formulation in terms of the electrical and mechanical variables.
3.8 VARIATIONAL THEOREMS
Following the techniques of Bers and Penfield, 5 8 we consider the following compo-
nents of Maxwell's equations and their variations:
SYET = Y6ET - 1 0 X 6(wHT) - VT6E (192)
0 = YET + jwLoZ XHT + VTEZ (193)
= iz VT X HT - jTo(KzT E T +KzEz) (194)
0 = i VT X 6HT - jEO6[z(K T' ET+K EzZ)]. (195)
We dot-multiply (192) by HT X i and the complex conjugate of (193) by -6HT X
iZ. We multiply the complex conjugate of (194) by -6E and (195) by -E Wez z
add the resulting equations and integrate over the cross section. This procedure
yields
Y(Pe jQe) Y 2 6AET X H d 2 ( T T) d
+ o IHTI 26 da + 2 ' [ z Z6(KzT ET+wKzE z
- w6E Tzz E*+K*E*)] da. (196)
z ZT T z z
Now let us consider Maxwell's equations and their variations:
(197)6 YHT = -Y6 HT + jEolz X 6(wKT' ET+CKTz' Ez) - T (197)
0 = HT - jEoi X (KT' ET+KTz Ez) + VTHz (198)
0= iZ VX ET + jLoH (199)
O=iz VT X 6 ET + io6(cH, ) (200)
Dot multiplication of the complex conjugate of (197) by -ET X iz, of (198) by
6E T X iz, multiplication of (199) by 6HZ and of the complex conjugate of (200)
by Hz, addition of the resulting equations and integration over the cross sec-
tion yield
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5 (e+JQe) = -2 A( 6 TX T) d -y . (ETX T) d
-, Iz|6 d + j 2° ~''6ET (KT ET+KTz' Ez)
-ET wKT ET+OKTz' E da (201)
Addition of (196) and (201) and separation into real and imaginary parts yield
6(aPe) = -(o Im Ua ) (202)
6aQe = -- Re ssETXH T-ETX6HT ) · da + 6(Um-U ea, 2 m A
4° S * z (Kzh) EThET da
2 0 E z' (KzTh ET+Kza Ez)-6E T (KTzh Ez+KTa E T ) da
2 Re AET 6(wKTza z da. (203)
Subtraction of Eq. 201 from Eq. 196 and separation into real and imaginary parts
yield
Pe Lm SA(6ETHT-E TXX H ) da + U 65
+ E* 6(K * E da 2 Re fE KEda (204)
4h2 A
6(Q e ) = 6[ Im(Ueza-UETa-2UEzTh)]. (205)
For a temperate plasma Ka 0, and Pe + jQe = P + jQ. Then Eqs. 202-205 reduce
to the expressions given by Bers. 58
Equations 202-205 are consequences of Eqs. 171 and 176. Equations 203 and 204
contain explicitly variations of the fields in addition to variations of the frequency and
the K tensor. This fact limits the usefulness of Eqs. 203 and 204 to some very specific
cases. For example, if a = 0 and therefore Ka = 0, then Eq. 204 does not contain vari-
ations of the fields any longer. It may be written
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6PP = 6wU + E* 5(wK · h) E dae m 4 , A
4--aw * h) (wKh)6w(U+ SEEd) - 4 E*3 E da. (206)
Therefore the group velocity is
E - * 9(wKh)
· Eda
e- ~ , (207)
E (ta(wKh)
U ++ . Eda
m ' t aA
a result first derived for plasma by Bers.58 Equation 207 proves that this result is valid
even when K is an operator tensor.
Equation 207 may be used in the expression of the condition for the existence of back-
ward waves (aw) < 0:
P E PC a (Kh) -
P-- ° \E * E da
ew 4w A ap
Eo
E - a(wKh) 
m 4 A aUm + - 5' h d
By use of Eq. 175 for a = 0, we get
EOP ag O(wKh)
mT Umz + UETh UEzh 4 E d
< 0. (208)
E ~A~, 8(w h )Um + E a E da
A
Equation 208 is the condition for backward waves when a = 0.
Another useful power theorem may be derived. We consider Maxwell's equations
and their variations.
V X E = -jL oH (209)
V XH= jWEoK E (210)
V X 6E= -jo6(H) (211)
V X H = jo6(wKE) (212)
Dot-multiply the complex conjugate of (209) and (210) by 6H and -E. Then multi-
ply (211) and (212) by H and -E . If we add the resulting equations and integrate over
the cross section, we get
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1 dS 6A(6TX T H+E X HT) da4 dz ·
= -jIU 6 + o E*e 6(oK) E da --- 2 S5E K Tkn 4t cn a 
Taking into consideration that the z-dependence is exp(-yz), we find
1 d -* -*
4 dz . ( T X HT+ETX 6HT)T jZ  d = -6P- (6ETX T+E T X T)
Introduction of Eq. 214 into Eq. 213 and separation into real and imaginary parts
yield Eqs. 202 and 204.
For temperate plasma, K - 0.
a
1 d --, -*d E H T +E X6T)4 dz (6ETX'T T
which is the formula given by Bers.
Then Eq. 213 becomes
d= j (U + * . (K h)
CE~~~c
58
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* da.
(214)
E da 6o, (215)
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IV. COUPLING OF EMPTY-WAVEGUIDE MODES AND QUASI-STATIC
MODES IN WAVEGUIDES LOADED WITH GYROTROPIC MEDIA
4. 1 INTRODUCTION
There are two ways to solve the problem of propagating modes in waveguides loaded
with gryotropic media. First, there is an exact solution given by Suhl and Walker,28
Gamo,30 Kales 9 and Van Trier. Complicated numerical calculations are involved in
the exact solution, and the numerical solutions do not provide an easy interpretation of
the nature of the waves. The exact solution gives useful and simple expressions for
cutoffs and resonances, which reveal some important properties of the waves. These
expressions have been found by Bers. 6 2
The second way to solve the problem is by means of the quasi-static approximation,
in which it is assumed that the velocity of light is infinite (c=oo). Therefore for electro-
static modes V X E 0, and for magnetostatic modes V X H- 0. Solutions found under
this approximation have been given by Smullin and Chorney20 and by Gould and Trivel-
piece.21 This method requires much easier computations but fails to provide many of
the characteristics of the propagating waves, as has been pointed out by Bers. 2 2
Chorney used the argument of coupling between an empty-waveguide mode and an
electrostatic plasma mode for the interpretation of a section of a particular dispersion
curve for a completely filled plasma waveguide.56 Bers suggested the examination of
the coupling of empty-waveguide and electrostatic modes for the general solution of
plasma-loaded waveguides. We have developed the method and carried out the analysis.
Auld, independently, has presented a treatment on the coupling of electromagnetic and
magnetostatic modes in ferrite-loaded waveguides. 6 3 Auld and Eidson recently reported
their results on the coupling of electromagnetic and electrostatic modes in plasma-
loaded waveguides.64 Their approach to the problem is different from ours. We shall
discuss the difference.
First, we develop the method of coupling of empty-waveguide modes and quasi-static
modes for a gyrotropic medium - a medium that is gyromagnetic and gyroelectric.65
Then we explain how we may couple empty-waveguide modes and quasi-static modes to
obtain an approximation to the exact solution of wave propagation in waveguides loaded
with gyrotropic media. We shall use exclusively the tensor description of the medium.
Before developing the coupling theory, we must know the properties of the empty-
waveguide modes and of the static modes. For this reason, we review the properties
of the empty-waveguide modes, and examine the orthogonality properties and the nor-
malization of the quasi-static modes.
We derive the coupled equations of the system. (More coupled equations are derived
in section 4. 5.) We prove that these equations are derivable from the equations already
obtained. Then we give the dispersion relation of the system.
The set of the empty-waveguide modes is complete. For an approximate solution we
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do not need the complete set. For a better approximation we may use some of the empty-
waveguide modes properly coupled to quasi-static modes. We shall inquire about which
modes must be considered.
We specialize the method of coupling of modes for a plasma-loaded waveguide. We
derive the coupling coefficients for the geometry of a circular waveguide that may be
partially filled by plasma. Finally, we study the example of a circular waveguide com-
pletely filled by plasma. We derive the dispersion relation, and solve it. Then we com-
pare the results with the approximate expressions given by Bers for certain regions of
the frequency and with the numerical results obtained from the solution of the exact dis-
persion equation by use of a digital computer.
4.2 COUPLED-MODE THEORY
The small-signal Maxwell equations for the tensor description of a gyrotropic
medium are
VX E = -jOpL *L H (216)
V X H = jo K E (217)
V· (o L. H) = 0 (218)
7V (oK- E) = 0. (219)
We have used the symbols %LoL and E K for the magnetic permeability and the electric
permittivity, respectively. We know that for a lossless medium L and K are Her-
mitian. That is, K = Kt and L = L, where the dagger denotes the transpose of the
complex conjugate of a matrix.
Equations 218 and 219 may be derived from Eqs. 216 and 217 by taking the diver-
gence of both sides. Therefore, (218) and (219) are not independent of (216) and (217).
Each of the quantities E and H may be separated into rotational and irrotational
parts. The irrotational part may be written as the gradient of a potential. Therefore
E= r _ V (220)
H= Hr _ V. (221)
Introducing (220) and (221) into Eqs. 216-219 and writing them in a convenient form,
we get
-r -r -r
V X E + j 0 °oH = -j Oo(L-I) H + j 0LO L VT (222)
-r o r .W (223)V X Hr _ jo = J(K-I) jK V 
V (0 L .V ) = V i H·) (224)
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V (oK.V) = V (EK -Er). (225)
These are the coupling equations of our system.
If we assume an empty waveguide (K=I, L=I, =*=0), Eqs. 222-225 can be reduced
to the following set
V X Er + j0~o = 0 (226)
V X r - j r = 0 (227)
-rV .H 0 (228)
V Er =0. (229)
Under the magnetostatic assumption (Eo--0, c-oo, K=I, =0), from Eqs. 223 and 224,
we obtain
r = 0 (230)
V (L- Vt= 0. (231)
Finally, for the electrostatic assumption (o-0, c--o, L=I, =0), we find from (222)
and (225) that
E = 0 (232)
V (K. V<>) = 0. (233)
Equations 226-233 give the uncoupled equations. Specifically, Eqs. 226-229 with
the proper boundary conditions for the electromagnetic fields at the waveguide wall yield
the empty-waveguide modes. Equations 230 and 231 with the proper boundary conditions
for H = -Vf at the waveguide wall and the surfaces of discontinuity inside the waveguide
give the magnetostatic modes. Equations 232 and 233 with the proper boundary conditions
for E = -V at the waveguide wall and the surfaces of discontinuity inside the waveguide
yield the electrostatic modes.
Equation 220 shows that since Er and -Ve satisfy the proper boundary conditions
for the electric field, the total field E will satisfy these conditions. Equation 221 shows
that H will also satisfy the proper boundary conditions for the magnetic field, since r
and -VW satisfy these conditions. Therefore the coupling between the empty-waveguide
modes and the quasi-static modes does not depend upon the boundary conditions.
Equations 222-225 show how the coupling between the various modes occurs. The
magnetostatic modes are coupled to the empty-waveguide modes through the magnetic
permeability tensor (oLXo±0 I) and the finite character of the velocity of light (co, EOQ0).
The coupling between the electrostatic modes and the empty-waveguide modes is due to
the dielectric tensor (E oE ) and the finite value of c (coo, [o0).
In order to find the mathematical expressions for these couplings, we must know the
properties of the uncoupled modes. An examination of these properties will now be made.
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4.3 UNCOUPLED MODES
a. Empty-Waveguide Modes
The solution of Eqs. 226-229 with the proper boundary conditions at the waveguide
wall are well known, and are summarized in Table I.
All of these relations are well known66' 67 except for the relations concerning the
integral over the waveguide cross section of the dot product of e and h. They are
proved in Appendix B.
b. Magnetostatic Modes
For a waveguide with uniformity along the z-axis the magnetic permeability tensor
is
L * 0
L = ......... (234)
The property L= Lt reduces to
-T =t and L= real. (235)
Equation 231 for the mth magnetostatic mode becomes
2
VT * (L T. VT m ) + YmLIIm = 0. (236)
The complex conjugate of Eq. 231 for the th mode is
VT ( LIVT, +¥ y  l 0, (237)
where we have used the fact that L = real (Eq. 235).
We multiply (236) by TI and (237) by -Tm' add the resulting equations, and inte-
grate over the cross section of the waveguide.
[VT (l;T'L V -VT ~; T VT m-VTj (~mLT VTL ;) T m T T ]da
A
+ (Y2mY2) L lImT da = 0.
A
The first integral vanishes because L T =LT and n BT = n loLT (VT) = 0 at
the waveguide surface, when n is a unit vector, normal to the surface of the waveguide
and directed outward. The longitudinal wave number of a magnetostatic solution is either
2 *2
real or pure imaginary. In both cases Ym = ym' Therefore we deduce the orthogonality
relation
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Table I. Summary of the Solution of Equations 226-229.
E-modes (TM)
= -VTi
2 2
VT~i + Pei~i =0
^e i ^e
hTi =i X eTi
V ee =
T eTi
2
eii
^e
he
VT X eTi = 0
he -- 2
VT X hTi = zPei i
2
Pei i
Yi
e Yi
zi jcE
Pe i f j da =
ei A 1 J
A Ti
f^e Ti
A
6..
1]
he
· hTj da = 
^e da = 
· eTj da = ij
e ^e
f hTi hTj da= 6ij
A
eTi A
he
Tj d = 6.i1j
^e,h hh,e d=
eTi X h e = A Tj
H-modes (TE)
^h
hTi = -VT4i
2 2
VT i + Phi i = 0
^h ^h
eTi hTi X iTi Z
V h
T eTi =0
^h 2VT ·hTi = Phiti
VT X eTi = -zPhi i
V X hTi = 0
T Ti
2
h Phijih . =
zl Yi
yh = Yi
1 oi L0
P i LiJj da = 6..
hiA 1] ij
^h ^h
e Ti h T j daA
^h
eTiA
^h
f hTiA
= (iixiz)
^h
* eTj da = ..ij
^h
· hTj da= ij
f h X ^hh' d = 6..
A e Ti Tj
^e dh
A Ti hTj da
ei hf e T h T j da
A Ti T
= hj A i da
= -Phi2 j qJ da
2 2 2
Yi = Pi ko
Note that lower-case letters are used for the transverse potentials
in the empty-waveguide solution, and upper-case letters for the quasi-
static potential.
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eT
eTi
ee .
Zl
* V T j da
Llt m1 da = NLm, where NL m = 6 m. (238)
A
We have left L inside the integral in order to apply the same relation, even in cases
with L a function of space. For example, a waveguide partially loaded with ferrite has
Li 1 in the region occupied by the ferrite, and L = 1 in the region outside the ferrite.
If we multiply both sides of Eq. 236 by PV and integrate over the cross section, we
obtain
VTW LT VTm da da.
A A
By use of Eq. 238, we find
&VTf2 LT VTTm da = mNL m (239)
A
which is the orthogonality relation for the transverse fields of a magnetostatic solution.
c. Electrostatic Modes
For the dielectric tensor we know that
KT °
K .= - (240)
0 * K
and
K Kt and K[ = real. (241)
With a procedure similar to the one described for magnetostatic modes and by use of
the properties (241) and the boundary condition = 0 at the waveguide wall, we derive
the corresponding orthogonality relations
Kllm da = NKm where INKm = 6 m
.
(242)
A
SVTO · K T Tm da = YmN Kim* (243)
A
We have seen that we find the propagation constant of each uncoupled mode as a func-
tion of the radian frequency and the parameters of the system. In this case the
orthogonality relations are the ones given in this section. Auld and Eidson 6 3 ' 6 assume
that the quasi-static modes have the same propagation constant as the over-all system,
and they modify for each uncoupled quasi-static mode the radian frequency or the
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parameters of the system. This approach results in different orthogonality relations,
and finally in different coupling equations.
After the examination of the properties of the uncoupled modes, we shall derive the
mathematical expressions for the couplings between empty-waveguide modes and quasi-
static modes.
4.4 COUPLING COEFFICIENTS
We have separated the electromagnetic fields for a waveguide loaded with gyrotropic
medium into rotational and irrotational parts (Eqs. 220 and 221).
We expand the rotational part of E and H into series of the fields of the empty-
waveguide modes:
E = (VieTi+IiZie zi) (244)
H = (IihTi+ViYihzi) (245)
i
We expand and I into series of the electrostatic and magnetostatic modes:
= 0 F§ (246)
= M m- (247)
m
Equations 222-225 show the coupling of the modes (empty-waveguide and quasi-static)
for the waveguide that is loaded with a gyrotropic medium. The left-hand sides of these
equations, with the right-hand sides set equal to zero, give the uncoupled equations of
the considered modes. The right-hand sides of the equations give the coupling between
the various modes which is due to L I, K I, o 0, Eo # 0.
Cross-multiplying Eqs. 222 and 223 by i, we get
VTEr + yE + j+ ol i X H T = -j X (LIT) j i X LT VT (248)
VTH + ¥irH T - z T - (24)V T   T - Jam l X E T = E OiZ X (KT IT) T - o z  T ( 49)
Dot multiplying Eqs. 222 and 223 by i, we find
1z VT X + rjooHz = -j pO(LIl1) H r- zljoyL L (250)
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7 -r r r1z T T - jCEz = jEoE(KII-1) Ez+ jEoyKl(D. (251)
Finally, Eqs. 224 and 225 are written as follows:
7 T (KT T) + = VT (KT' T) - yK 11E (252)
27VT (LTVT ) + Y L = VrT * T- ( ) YLIIH (253)
Thus we have derived three sets of coupled equations. Any two couples of them are
independent, and the remaining third couple is derivable from the other two. For deri-
vation of the coupling coefficients we shall consider the couples of Eqs. 248-249 and
Eqs. 252-253. Then the coupling coefficients derivable from the couple of Eqs. 250-251
must depend on the coupling coefficients that will have been found already.
Substitution of the series form of the field components (Eqs. 244-245) in Eqs 248
and 249, dot multiplication of Eq. 248 by eTi and of Eq. 249 by iTi integration overTi Ti' integration over
the cross section of the waveguide, and use of the orthogonality relation (section 4. 3)
yield
YVi - YiZi I i = aiIn + bimm (254)
n m
-YI YiYVi =E in Vn + d.iQF (255)
n 2
The coupling coefficients, as may be seen from the equations above, are as follows:
ain =-j o Y^ eT*i iz X (LT -IT) Tn da
A
jcAo o hTi (LT-IT ) hTn da(256)
A
bim hic 4 hi L T (L hTm da (257)
A
bim J hTi (KT -T) eTn da (258)
A
i JE 0 eTi KT - ( eT n da (259)
A
If we assume that V is a column matrix of order N X 1, then I is also a column
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matrix of order N X 1. Let F be a column matrix of order L X 1, and M a column
matrix of order M X 1. We introduce the following matrices: [a] of order (NXN), [b]
of order (NXM), [c] of order (NXN), [d] of order (NXL), [rN] = diagonal (yl,y2 ,...YN )
[Z] = diagonal (Z 1 , Z 2,. ... ZN), and [Y]= diagonal (Y 1 , Y 2 ,... YN). Then (254) and (255)
are written in matrix form as follows:
yV - [rN][Z]T = [a]T + [b] M (260)
I - [rN][Y] V = [c] V + [d]F (261)
These equations can also be written
(y 2-[rN][rN])V = [rN][Z][c]V + y[a]i + [rN][Z][d]F + y[b]M. (262)
(Y2-[rN][rN])= y[c]V + [rN][Y][a]T + y[d]F + [N][Y][b]M . (263)
Now let us consider the couple of Eqs. 252-253. We substitute in these equations
the series form of the field components (Eqs. 244-247). Then we multiply Eq. 252 by
* *(Q and Eq. 253 by m . We integrate over the cross section of the waveguide, and we
m
use the orthogonality relations (section 4. 3). The results in matrix form are
[d(t(Y-[ L][r L]) [NK] {( ) - y[e]I (264)
(Y2-[rM][rM])M = [NL f {[ - ( - [bo)} (265) 
Here, [NK] is the L X L diagonal matrix of NKim' [NL] is the M X M diagonal matrix of
NLi m , [b] and [d] are given by Eqs. 257 and 259. The new coupling coefficients e and
f are:
2
= Pei K da (266)
ei jE O i i da
A
2
f Phi S L i da. (267)
mi - j o m 
A
In Eqs. 264 and 265 the dagger denotes the complex conjugate of the trans-
pose of a matrix, and [rL = diagonal of the longitudinal wave numbers of the
electrostatic modes, [rM] = diagonal of the longitudinal wave numbers of the mag-
netostatic waves.
Equations 260, 261, 264, and 265 may be written
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-[rN][Z]
.. [.....N]
¥Y[I N ]
0 20 0 :
0 0
0
0
0
' 0
- [rL][rL]
0
0
2-[r[rr]
0
[c]
[NK ··'· eee
_y[NL 1[f]
! [a]
· * 0
-y[NK] -[e
]I. [NL ]_, [b] 
[b]
0* [d]
· 0
0
0
I
= 0. (268)
The determinant of the matrix for the coefficients of Eq. 268 must be zero in order
to have nontrivial solutions; this forms the dispersion relation of the problem. Before
discussing the dispersion relation, we shall derive the dependent coupling equations.
4.5 DEPENDENT COUPLING EQUATIONS
In our formulation, the dependent coupling equations are derived from Eqs. 250 and
251. The left-hand sides of these equations are identically zero. By use of the series
* *
expansion for the fields (Eqs. 244-247), multiplication of (250) by 'Ikm and of (251) by ,
and integration over the cross section of the waveguide, we get
yF = [N K]-I o [e] e (269)
KI VwW- 1·3·E 69
y [NL]- (J]o [f] Vh '
where "e" stands for E-mode, and "h" for H-mode.
The elements of the matrices [e] and [f] are given by Eqs. 266 and 267, and
A2 i = Pei O i da
A
(270)
(271)
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[IN]
........[ ]
-[FN][Y]
· ·
I~
Bmi =Phi da. (272)
A
Now we must prove that relations (269) and (270) are derivable from the coupling
equations (Eqs. 260, 261, 264, 265).
The transverse electric potentials for the empty-waveguide modes 1, %2, ... form
a complete set of solutions for potentials that vanish on the waveguide surface. There-
fore the electrostatic potential may be expanded into series of 's:
= Ci i , (273)
i
whence, by use of the orthogonality condition for empty-waveguide modes,
2 1 * A *7Cki = Pei Si da = A2 i (274)
A
The last equality of (274) was found by comparing the first equality of (274) with (271).
By use of Eqs. 274, 259, and 273, we prove the relation
mi mi E Ti 
i i m AJ
° E (C mi eTi KT (-VT 2) da
A i
= jwE (-vT ) KT (- T(_ 2 da = jAoEYtNKmf
A
Therefore
[A][de] = jwEo[rL L][rL][NK] (275)
Also, by use of Eqs. 259, 241, 273, 274, 258, and 233,
die = T-jEo Y Ti KT (VT ) da
A
= 5jO (KT ) eri da
A
-0JE ( meTm ) KT eTi da
A m
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e* 7e*.= -Q ,NeCm WeTmE (K-I) ' TidQ E Cc -it56 i efTm T oT eTi da + eEO & Tm Ti d
m A A
A,m(Ce + Y )
m
Therefore
[d] = -[A]([ce]+ [re][Ye] ). (276)
If we take from the set of Eqs. 261 those corresponding to the electric modes only
[A]
and premultiply them by , we get
[A] [A] [A]
jE] I = j[ ] ([ie]+ [e][Ye]) V + jwE [ F.
By use of (275) and (276) this equation is transformed as follows:
[A] e t
Y le - ([ V + ([rL][FL][NK]) .
Introducing this equation into (264), we find
Y ZF= [NK] 1 (I - [el)Ie (277)
which for y 0 yields Eq. 269.
In a completely similar way Eq. 270 can be found from the coupled equations.
Now, when we have completed the formulation of the independent coupling equations
(section 4. 4) and of the dependent coupling equations (section 5. 5), we turn to the dis-
cussion of the dispersion relation.
4.6 DISPERSION RELATION
The dispersion relation is given by Eq. 268. For the case of an empty-waveguide
(K=I,=, L =I, ==0) it is evident from Eqs. 256-259 that [a] = [b] = [c] = [d] = 0, and there-
fore we get the dispersion relation
det [y [IN] - [N][rN] I = 0. (278)
For the electrostatic modes (=d/=T=0) we get from (264)
det [y[IL]- [rL][rL] ] O (279)
For the magnetostatic modes (=q==0) we find, by use of (265),
det [2[IM]- [rM][rM] = (280)
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Equations 278-280 give the dispersion relation for the uncoupled modes.
If we consider the complete set of empty-waveguide modes, the quasi-static modes
may be expanded into series of the empty-waveguide modes according to Eqs. 269 and
270. In this case we may eliminate the static modes, and finally get the dispersion rela-
tion5 4
det Y2[I] - [z ][Y = 0, (281)
with [Z] and [Yp] given by
22 *
Zs, in JE 0 Ki T TnPeiPen~ S K da+ io & hTi T TnA A
22 *
PhiPhn y ibn
Ypin -1 da + joE 
°
eTi KT eT da.A A
The dispersion relation (Eq. 268) is important for an approximate solution when we
do not use the complete set of empty-waveguide modes. In such cases Eq. 281 usually
yields a poor approximation because of the slow convergence of a series of empty-
waveguide modes. The behavior of the system is close to the behavior of empty-
waveguide modes for fast phase velocity, and close to the behavior of the quasi-static
modes for slow phase velocity. Therefore an analysis into a series of empty-waveguide
modes and quasi-static modes will have a better convergence.
When the waveguide is empty, the electromagnetic modes describe the propagating
modes. When the waveguide contains a dielectric or ferromagnetic material we need
more electromagnetic modes, coupled through the dielectric and magnetic tensor, for
an adequate description of the propagating mode. In our treatment these additional modes
are introduced not only directly, but also indirectly by the static modes. We may con-
sider the quasi-static modes as a proper combination of empty-waveguide modes. We
call this combination a proper one, since it depends upon the physical and geometrical
properties of the medium. This combination gives the exact solution for c = co and a
good approximation for finite light velocity in the region of low phase velocities. For
high phase velocities there is, of course, a discrepancy. In our treatment this is cor-
rected by consideration of the empty-waveguide modes.
The coupling equations derived in section 5. 4 show which modes must be considered
for the coupling. The left-hand sides of Eqs. 262-265 contain the difference y2 -_ y2;
the right-hand sides contain the coupling coefficients. The coupling coefficients depend
upon the interaction of the transverse fields of the coupled modes. When the transverse
wave numbers of the coupled modes approach each other, the transverse fields of these
modes tend to become similar; therefore, the corresponding coupling coefficient
increases significantly.
Let us assume that the longitudinal wave numbers and the transverse wave numbers
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of several modes have large differences. Then the coupling coefficients are small and
2 2
the differences y - yi are very large. Therefore we may factor out of the dispersion
relation y2 _ yi, and that means that the considered modes are not coupled. If either
the longitudinal wave numbers or the transverse wave numbers are close together, then
2 2the differences y yi are of the same order, or less than the coupling coefficients. In
2 2
that case y - yi cannot be factored out of the dispersion relation any longer, and the
modes are coupled.
For an illustration of the method of coupling of modes we shall carry out an example
for a circular plasma waveguide. Before dealing with this example we specialize the
method of coupling of modes for a waveguide loaded with plasma.
4.7 PLASMA WAVEGUIDES
For the application of the method to plasma waveguides we repeat first the well-
known characteristics of these waveguides.
The plasma waveguide is a particular case of the waveguide loaded by a gyrotropic
medium. A plasma is a gyroelectric medium, that is, K I but L = I. The dielectric
tensor for the plasma is
=--- Kj_ -jK x °
K = jKx K ° . (282)
O O K
Here, 72
2
o pe
K = 1+ 2 2
W - W
ce
/ 2
1 pe ce
pe ce
Kx =j 2 2
( -
ce
2(0 .pl
2 2
0c .- 
(283)
(284)
2 2
o +o .
pe pi
K ii= 1 - 2
(0
(285)
In these definitions we have used the notation that was given in Section II.
If we assume that the ions of the plasma have infinite mass, then opi.- ci . 0. The
definitions (283), (284), and (285) can be simplified. This is a satisfactory approximation
for high frequencies.
Let the transverse coordinates in the system under consideration be ul and u2. We
assume that the wall of the waveguide satisfies the equation ul = a and it is filled by
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plasma in the region 0 u b, where b < a. Then the characteristic tensors of the
medium are
= Kp for 0 ul b (286)
K = =
I for b u1 a (287)
L = I for 0 ul - a. (288)
If a = b we have the case of a completely filled waveguide. For b < a the waveguide
is partially filled.
The procedure for the solution is straightforward. First, we find the normalized
empty-waveguide modes and their propagation constants. Then we calculate the nor-
malized electrostatic modes and their propagation constants. There is no need for mag-
netostatic modes, since L = I. By use of the normalized modes we find the coupling
coefficients. For the case of a plasma (L = I, = 0) we see at once from Eqs. 256, 257,
267, and 272 that
[a] = [b] = [f] = [B] = 0. (289)
The rest of the coupling coefficients are calculated by use of Eqs. 258 for [c], 259
for [d], 266 for [e], and 271 for [A].
Substitution of the propagation constants and the coupling coefficients in Eq. 268
shows which modes couple and their resulting constants.
We shall now outline the procedure for a plasma waveguide for the case of circular
cylindrical geometry.
4.8 CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY
We assume a circular cylindrical waveguide of radius a. The plasma column has
radius b, where b < a. We examine the zero-order modes, that is, the modes without
0-dependence. For this specific case, the procedure is as follows.
a. Empty-Waveguide Modes
(i) TM modes
n = CJo (p r), (290)
E
E n th
where Pen n and is the n zero of the zero-order Bessel function.
The coefficient Ce may be calculated by use of the orthogonality relations given in
Table I. The result is
e 1C e _ ~ I(291)
n (pena) i 1 (pena)j
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(ii) TE Modes
Fn ChJo(Phnr),
xn th
where Phn = -a- and xn is the n zero of the first-order Bessel function.
The coefficient Cn is given by
n
h
C
n
1
Ni- (Phna) I Jo (Phna) I
b. Electrostatic Modes
Equation 232 for the electrostatic modes can be written
2 o 2 0
T + ¥1£= 0
2 i 2 K 1 iVT + ¥1 l = 0
for b <r <a
for 0 <r <b.
The solutions of (295) are
Jo(iT r)
i 
I CI
with PIT = P KI
i 2 KI
with PI T = [ KIT I K I
KIIfor K
1I
<0
K>°for > 0.KI
The solutions of (294) are
C = Cq · Zo(pBr, A2 , Bf).
The function ZO0 is defined in Appendix C. (In Appendix C the properties of the mod-
ified Bessel functions are also reviewed, and the properties of the function Z are
derived.)
Zo(Pr, B A, )  r) - BKo(0 r). (299)
The coefficients A l and B can be found from the boundary conditions 4D 0(a) = 0 and
i (b) = .D(b):K I
K (P a)o2_
o(Pb) Ko(P a) - Io(a) Ko(P b)
I(Pa)
i4 (b)
CqQ
CD 1.(b)Cq
i
~P (b)22q
(300)
(301)
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(292)
(293)
(294)
(295)
(296)
(297)
(298)
Io(P b) K(Pa) - I(Pia) Ko(P2 b)
------ ------
I o(B r )
.
The remaining boundary condition,
r
a8D(r)
K I Or r
r=b
= Cq P Zl(PBb),
is the determinantal equation of the problem. The dispersion equation is given by (296)
for K 1 < 0, or by (297) for >0.
The normalization of the electrostatKI
The normalization of the electrostatic modes (Eq. 242) yields:
(NKi )1/2K22
r 2(K - 1) Z( 2lb) + b2(1 a2 2(P a 1/2
Here, the superscript q stands for "quasi-static."
c. Coupling Coefficients
From Eq. 289 we get
a. = b. = f = B = 0.in in in in
The other coefficients are found by use of Eqs. 258 for Cin, 271 for Ai,
and 266 for e i . We also use the integral relations for Bessel
results are the following.
Coefficient c.in:in
ee e e(K
in 0 w o ) i neien
b
0o
functions. The
Ji(Peir) J(Penr) r dr
hh
Cin = jz2woE(Ki-1)in ( -L) C i CnPhiPhnf Jl(Phir) Jl(Phnr) r dr
eh eh b
in ox i CnpeiPhn i J (Peir) J(Pnr) dr
hin =nEK Jl(Phi r) J1(P enr ) r dr.c. 2roEf 
All of these definitions can be combined as follows:
Cin joE(K L-1) Min in+ ULOco (K - 1 )m -E K xm 2] M 2nwherein in
where
MIMi = ()2na
Ji (pb) - Jo(pb) J(Pi.b) nLI 1 112~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' At.,I
Jo(Pia) + J(Pia)
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(302)
(303)
(304)
259 for dif,
(305)
- I Z 2(PbK 
i rr \-'YVI
(307)2 (bPn)J1(Pib) Jo
( Pnb) - (bpi)Jo(Pib) J(Pnb )M 2
in (a 2 Pi - Pn)2 [Ja(P)+J(p ia )[J o(pna)+Jl(pna)]
rI if i # n, and the i and n modes are of the same kind
mi=
0 in all other cases.
0 if the i and n modes are of the same type
m 2 = +1 if i is E-mode and n is H-modeL-1 if i is H-mode and n is E-mode.
Coefficient A i:
C gsJP ei J (p r) or r dr +i ~ o ei
(p Tr)
qe e q*p 2 b 
Aki 27ci3 fPei (Pe) or r 2r 
2ecq* 2 b p Z (b)J 1( b)1i Pei .·eio .0 ei 2 2
L Pei - PkTi
1/K±
+ PJo(Peib) Z 1(p b) 2 2
Pei - Ti
Jo(Peir) Zo( r) r dr
1
2 _ To
Pei - 1kTo )
1
2 2 
Pei - PTo 
in which, as may be seen from Eqs. 294 and 295,
2 2 K 1
Pi Ti = . Ki
and 2 2
and PBPTo -pi
It is obvious from Eq. 271 that
Aqh ,
Coefficient di:
eq =i J1 (Pei b
d j 2rwE oKC Pei (Pe r )
(309)
r dr
= j2irc oE0 (KL-1) C Pei
dhq = oE KChC qPhi
Sb
0 J1
S b
J (Phlr)
r dr + jEoA qe*0 
r dr.
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(308)
(310)
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These two definitions can be combined as follows:
di joEoAi + wEo(K
-
1 )m 3+WE o K xm 4]M i
Mi = 2fC i I2 r TJI(pib) Zob) )+ i J (pib) Z I(P b)
Pi iT
1 if i is an E-mode
m 3
0 if i is an H-mode.
( if i is an H-mode
0 if i is an E-mode.
Coefficient ei:
e[i:
e _ eq* 2 o( Tr)
e =j. C IPeKC0(eir) or rdr+
o 0r (P i 2Tie~ e-z ~ C Pt(f )J Pb
j~0E
°
i Pei eiZo( Iei 2 _T
Pet
2 Z+plJO(Pe b ) Z (b) Pei - 2Ti
ib JO(pei r )
Z0 (Pr) r dr
2 )
Pei - To
1 2 I
Pei - MfToj
and obviously, from Eq. 266,
qh =
-
Summarizing, we note that the coupling coefficients are given as follows: a, b, f,
B by Eq. 304, c by Eq. 305, d by Eq. 310, e by Eq. 313, and A by Eq. 308.
The coefficients A, d, and e, which couple the empty-waveguide modes to the quasi-
1 2 2
static modes, vary as 2 1 ; therefore, for pi ' ,T they increase significantly. For
Pi - PT
a completely filled waveguide, for each quasi-static mode with transverse wave number
PiT' there exists an E-mode with a transverse wave number Pei such that Pei = =T' In
the case of the completely filled waveguide the coupling of the 2 quasi-static mode
to the ith E-mode (Pei= PT ) is so strong that A, d, e are zero, when they refer to the
th th
coupling of two modes different from the th quasi-static mode and the i E-mode. This
is shown below. Therefore we have a direct verification of the fact that the coupling
coefficients increase as the transverse wave numbers of the corresponding modes
approach each other.
We have stated that coupling between two modes becomes strong when the
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THREE DIMENSIONAL PLOT
PROJECTIONS
Fig. 5. Coupling of modes.
corresponding longitudinal and/or transverse wave numbers approach each other. The
validity of this statement can be seen from the dispersion relation, which shows that the
coupling between two modes becomes larger when y- m2 and/or the corresponding
coupling coefficient increases. We have demonstrated that the coupling coefficients
increase as the corresponding transverse wave numbers approach each other.
Let us consider a quasi-static mode. A three-dimensional diagram (, Pt, P2T ) gives
the wave numbers at each frequency. A correction to the approximation involved in the
quasi-static mode can be made by coupling to this mode empty-waveguide modes, which
have longitudinal and/or transverse wave numbers close to the corresponding numbers
of the quasi-static mode.
In Fig. 5 we show a three-dimensional diagram w, BP, PkT' The plane a, is the
one usually used for the dispersion curves. The quasi-static mode is represented by
the curve HBAG with projections H'A"G' on the o, P0 plane, and H"B"M on the a>, pT
plane. One empty-waveguide mode is represented by the curve EB'F, with projections
E'F' on the a, P, plane and EB"L on the ', PIT plane. Another empty-waveguide mode
is represented by the curve CA'D with projections C'A"D' on the o, Pi plane, and CK on
the , PIT plane. The points A of the quasi-static mode and A' of the second
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t BeT
empty-waveguide mode have the same longitudinal wave number, as may be seen by their
A" on the a, P, plane. At points B and B' the quasi-static mode and the first empty-
waveguide mode have the same transverse wave number, as may be seen by
their projection B" on the ' PIT plane. Therefore the section of the quasi-
static mode, which is shown in Fig. 5, is coupled to the first and second empty-
waveguide modes.
Now we are ready for a specific example. For b < a, the quasi-static modes have
not been calculated exactly. For b = a, there are well-known quasi-static solutions. We
shall examine this case in order to illustrate the calculation of the longitudinal wave
number of the whole system.
4. 9 EXAMPLE
We consider a circular waveguide of radius a, completely filled by plasma (b=a).
We write the simplifications to the theory that have been developed.
The empty-waveguide modes without -dependence are given by Eqs. 290 and 291.
The quasi-static modes are
Q= C Jo( Tr), (315)
where
2 2 K 1
IT I Kj
Cq 1
C a ili J1 (PITa)
E_ th
The boundary condition yields -,T - a' where E is the zero of the zero-order
Bessel function.
The various coupling coefficients are
a. = 0 (316)in
b. = 0 (317)in
ci = jWEo(Kl )6in+ +EoKxm2(-M) (318a)
where
-M ) 2 2 'h (318b)
Ph - Pe
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In Eq. (318b) e is Pi or Pn according to which mode is the E-mode, and Ph is i or
Pn according to which mode is the H-mode.
deq = jE 1TKCeC qa 2 piJ(Peia) ifif 0 ia Pe J e i
K 1
= jEo 'eiif (319)
hqKx K fT 2 P hidiq o a ) (320)o 2 2
___i~ [~ I= +1 for KI> 0
ei
= 0 (322)
f. =0 (323)im
PeiA = ei (324)
Aqh - 0 (325)
Bi = 0 (326)
We normalize the radian frequencies w over N' That is, u = w/wN where wN = c/a.
Let us assume a waveguide with a 10-cm diameter. The normalization frequency
fN = wN/2 is 1 kmc. For a magnetic field of 1000 gauss, we find f ce = 3 kmc; there-
fore, uce = 3. For a plasma density n 2- X 10 cm , the electron plasma frequency
is 4 kmc; therefore, upe = 4. The corresponding parameters for the ions are uci =
0. 0016, and upi = 0. 093. The total plasma frequency is
po e pi
From Figs. 6 and 7, it is evident that the electromagnetic modes with longitudinal
and/or transverse wave numbers closest to the ones of the quasi-static mode QS 1 0 are
the TM10 mode and the TE 1 0 mode. The normalized cutoff frequencies of the empty-
waveguide modes are: 2.40 for TM 1 0 , and 3. 83 for TE 1 0 . The cutoffs of QS 10 are
u = 0, 0. 056 (with KI= 0), 5. 01 (again, KI= 0). The resonances of QS 1 0 are at uci,
uce' and upo-
The dispersion relation can be found by use of Eq. 268. The elements of the matrix
of the coefficients are given by Eqs. 316-323.
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Y jE
: oJ~¢o·
Y -wE Kx 
o xl
............ .......... .....
0 . 0
.............. Y
hY
(Yh)
0- - jwE(IJ(4l 0
· . .KI
0 -w : O o\P«-Pel
K
x
KI) w Eo XTl 1
:~~~~~~~~~l
K(sign K11)
- 1 Pel
Pel ' Kx (sign Kl),Y JrI  1  TI)7lli Tl PTl :
rPIII
In Eq. 327 the symbol l1 stands for (-Mel), and is given by
2 Xhl 2 X 3. 83 - 0.9.
f1 2 z - z 2 = 0. 9.
Xhl -x el 3.83 - 2.40
Equation 269 becomes
( -K 11) sign K11 e¥F 1 = PelI
JWE o V/K !l
Taking into consideration (328) and the fact
get the following result:
[y2 _ (yq)2 +k2K][2 - (h)2 +ko(KL- 1)
i 0 1 02 ~[2 f~h\ 
that Pe = T 1 ' we may simplify (327) to
K2
+ix k p22 (P2 -k2K1i) = 0. (329)
K II O 1 el 0
We expected a sixth-order equation. Equation 329 is fourth order, because of degen-
eracy between the TM10 and QS10 modes due to the fact that they have the same trans-
verse wave number and corresponding orthogonality relations. If there is O-dependence
for the quasi-static mode, the orthogonality relations for the quasi-static mode and the
E-mode are different and thus we get a sixth-order equation. For a partially filled wave-
guide, we also get a sixth-order equation.
The solutions of (329) are
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-jcEoKL
0 0
det
wE KxI 10 xl
=0
2 (Yq2
Y -
(327)
(328)
(Y ) + ( h)2 - k (2K -1)
= 
z 1/2
fZ {[(YI)\2 - ( -ko]2 --41 k ( k2 kl = °' (330)
If K = 0, the solutions are
x
2 (Yq ' 2 2 K 2 2
Y = + kK = K Pe + kK
2 (yh)2 + k 2 (Kl -).
If K 1 = K II = 1, these equations reduce to the empty-waveguide modes, as they should:
2 2 2
Y =Pel + k o 1)
2 h \2
Y = 'Y
(i) Cutoffs: In order to determine the cutoff frequencies, we substitute y = 0 in
Eq. 329. Then we get
K1 2 2 2 K 2
Ke (pe-2oi) L ) -o k(K - ) +o 1 KL 0.
Therefore the cutoff frequencies are
o = 0 E-cutoff (331)
2 2=  + (pec)2 for E-cutoffs (332)
2 2 2
zK -I1 x 22 IK 1 = (Phc)2 for H-cutoffs. (333)
Not that the cutoffs which result from K = 0 are neglected because they correspond
to the quasi-static modes.
The E-cutoffs (Eqs. 331 and 332) check with the cutoff frequencies given by Bers. l
61 2 2The exact expression for the H-cutoffs 6 1 has 1 = 1. In our example 1 0. 81.
(ii) Resonances: For the resonances we get the following expressions:
Plasma Resonance: (Kll-0, Y q-0o) .
Equation 330 reduces to
'Y 2 = (Ylq)2= KL P2(334)
Cyclotron Resonances: (KxK-o o, Y¥- )
Equation 330 may be written for cyclotron resonances
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2( ) 2 2 2 2 lk
2hr2 = 1) k :K± q)_41(1 ) Klko+42 2 41If we assume 1 (0. 81-0. 9) the last term of the above equation is a complete
square. Then we get:
Y = ¥ - (l+ 1 I)koK 1 (335)
62Expression (334) checks with the one given by Bers. Expression (335) reduces to
the exact one 6 2 if k = 1. In our case = 0. 9.
We see that even for slow waves near the cyclotron resonances the quasi-static
theory fails to provide the correct characteristics of the dispersion curves. This fail-
ure becomes more important when upo < Uci and/or upo < Uce. Then the quasi-static
solution cannot predict the change from forward waves and vice versa for various sizes
of waveguide. This change is predicted in the coupled-mode theory, as in the exact anal-
ysis. For example, if we assume that wpO < Wci' the quasi-static theory still predicts
2 K 12
backward waves for any waveguide size near Wci and Wce, since y KPel < for w>wci,
and w > ce. In the coupled-mode theory Eq. 335 gives
c 1 1
Hence, we have backward waves near ion-cyclotron frequency only when (pelc)2 >
(1+Q1)(-i-wpo) and the waves near electron-cyclotron frequency are backward only
1 ci- p
when
(Pel c )2 > (+1)( ce- Cpo)'
(iii) Very Low Frequencies:
Another region, where a very good approximation of the exact solution has been
given71 is the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) region.
K 2
2 2 x 22/2 2\Since k -0 and K - oo, so that kK = finite, the term K ko2(pel-k-Ki of
Eq. 329 goes to zero as k . In this case, Eq. 329 can be written0
Y( K Pel + k (Y -Phl+ko 
and has the solutions
2 K1 2 2Y IP -kKL (336)
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= Phi koK (337)
These equations can be identified as the dispersion relations for E- and H-waves in
the MHD region, which have been obtained by Bers from the exact dispersion relations,
under the assumptions w << wci and co << pi.71 They can be rewritten in the form
a the po
2 2 2 C 
vh c 2 (340)¥ch PhlC) 2 2- (33941)
va+ C2 Z [cice2 2
In order to have H-waves with real propagation constant, Wh << Wc This is because
2
at ci' Kx c o; therefore,the term K l\ kooKII) can no longer be neglected (from
Eq. 329). That means that the expressions (338) and (339) are not valid near the ion-
cyclotron frequency.
v + c
In our example a= 1. 7 X 10 and the normalized cutoff frequency for the H-modes
H-waves with real propagation constant in the MHD region.
Thus far, we have seen good agreement between the exact solutions and the solutions
derived by use of the coupled-mode theory for cutoffs, resonances, and low frequencies.
For the remaining part of the  dispersion curve no general solution of the exact formula-
tion exists. The numerical solutions for our assumed parameters of the plasma are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In these figures we have used normalized coordinates. As we
have mentioned, the radian frequency is normalized over wN = c/a. The wave number
is normalized over kN = wN/c that is, kN = 1/a. We have given the dispersion curve
for the exact solution, the quasi-static solution, and the method of coupling of modes.
For a brief discusstion of the quasi-static solution for the completely filled plasma waveguide,
refer to Appendix E.
In Figs. 6 and 7 we have also shown the dispersion curves for the quasi-static
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THE SECOND ROOT FOR COUPLED MODES IS
IMAGINARY AND SIMILAR TO Q.S. 10
IT IS OUTSIDE THE FIGURE.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
/N -
Fig. 6. Dispersion diagram.
SECOND ROOT FROM COUPLING OF MODES IS ~i 3.83
FROM = 0 TO = 0.1 uN (SEE FIG. 6)
/I
0.0015
\\"\N
THE FIRST ROOT FROM COUPLING OF
MODES FOR w > ci . IS IMAGINARY AND IT
IS OUT OF THE FIGURE BECAUSE B/k N> 0.10.
ITS SHAPE IS SIMILAR TO Q.S. 10'
ION CYCLOTRON
RESONANCE
FREE SPACE
I I I I 
0.0025 0.0035 0.0045
Fig. 7. Dispersion diagram (low frequencies).
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solution and the mode resulting from the method that we have developed. Examination of
these figures shows the failure of the quasi-static solution in various regions and good
agreement between the dispersion curves calculated with the exact method and with the
coupled-mode theory.
The approximate equation for H-cutoffs (Eq. 333) introduces a new curoff at u = 2. 63.
This is a false cutoff; therefore, the corresponding real mode near uce must be
neglected. If we had considered more modes, then the coefficient 1 in Eq. 333 would
have been closer to one, and we would have avoided the false mode. In the rest of the
dispersion diagram we have attained a fine approximation by considering three uncoupled
modes only.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The interaction of an electron beam with plasma can be examined in two ways: by a
direct approach to the solution, and by an approximate approach through use of coupled-
modes theory. The main advantage of the latter method is simplification of the calcula-
tions. This advantage is lost in our problem because of the heavy computational work
necessary for the calculation of the dispersion curves for plasma alone. The quasi-
static solutions do not offer a satisfactory approximation. We have developed an
approach that offers a much better approximation than the quasi-static solution and
requires simpler calculations than the exact method.
A very powerful method for handling the problems of plasma alone is the introduction
of the dielectric tensor. The same method has been successfully extended to the system
of plasmas and electron beams. The main new feature is the introduction of elements
that are operators. This is due to the DC velocity of an electron beam. Since the DC
velocities of the plasma ions and electrons are zero while the beam electrons have non-
zero DC velocity, there is no moving frame in which all DC velocities are zero. There-
fore we are obliged to use the operator dielectric tensor.
In the case of plasma alone the elements of the dielectric tensor have been used to
obtain the equations that (a) characterize the longitudinal fields; (b) relate the transverse
fields to the longitudinal ones; (c) give the dispersion characteristics; and (d) are the
determinantal equations for the boundary conditions.
We have derived the corresponding equations for the beam-plasma system by use of
the non-operator elements and the coefficients of the operator elements of the dielectric
tensor. The resulting equations are very similar to the corresponding equations for
plasma alone, with modified coefficients of course. The principal difficulty is the intro-
duction of the longitudinal wave number into the elements of the dielectric tensor.
The determinantal equation is derived from the boundary conditions. The difficulty,
as for the case of plasma alone, is the neutrality of the plasma. For a rigorous analy-
sis the effect of sheaths at the boundaries of the plasma must be considered. In that
case the density of plasma varies over the cross section.
For a numerical solution of the equations the same methods may be used as for
plasma waveguides.
The use of multispecies theory makes possible the use of the whole formulation for
the solution of problems with more than one beam and for the case of initial temperature
of the plasma and/or beam electrons.
The quasi-static approximation may always be used for slow waves near plasma res-
onance, and under certain conditions near cyclotron resonances. We have treated these
conditions, as well as the formulation of the quasi-static solution, for the problem under
consideration.
Among the special cases treated here is the very important case of slow waves.
For the examination of the power gain of a system the small-signal conservation
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principles are very important. We have derived the conservation principle of our system
in terms of the dielectric tensor and the electrical variables only. For the derivation it
was necessary to divide the operator dielectric tensor into Hermitian and anti-Hermitian
parts.
For propagating waves in a passive, lossless system with lossless waveguide walls
the anti-Hermitian part is zero. If the system is lossless but active and a conservation
principle can be formulated, the anti-Hermitian part is used in a very compact expres-
sion for the time-average power flow in the system. In the limit a - 0, where a is the
real part of the propagation constant, the above-mentioned expression yields the known
formula for the time-average power flow in terms of the derivative of the dielectric ten-
sor with respect to the longitudinal wave number.
The conservation principle derived in terms of the elements of the dielectric tensor
and the electrical variables is general and it is not under the restriction of losslessness.
The expression for the time-average power flow is valid for lossless systems. In lossy
systems the same expression is equal to the average generated power flow plus the aver-
age dissipated power flow.
Variational theorems for the system are proved and some applications of them are
shown.
We have used an approximate method for the computation of the dispersion diagram
of a plasma waveguide: a theory of coupled empty-waveguide and quasi-static modes.
These modes were selected because the behavior of the plasma is close to the quasi-
static modes for slow waves and close to the empty-waveguide modes for fast waves.
The modes are coupled through the elements of the dielectric tensor. The coupling
between two modes is stronger when the longitudinal wave numbers and/or the transverse
wave numbers of the modes are closer together. The same method is applicable to
ferrite-loaded waveguides. For this reason, we have examined a gyrotropic medium.
For the derivation of the dispersion relation we have assumed that the elements of
the dielectric tensor are functions of space. Therefore the completely filled waveguide
and the partially filled one are special cases of the more general theory. We have spe-
cialized our theory to a circular waveguide, and given an example of a completely filled
plasma waveguide. The conclusions from study of this example may be summarized as
follows: Our expressions for the cutoff frequencies, the behavior near resonances, and
the behavior for very low frequencies are in very good agreement with the expressions
derived by a direct approach. In the same regions (except near plasma resonance) the
quasi-static method yields a poor approximation. A numerical example was carried
out. The resulting dispersion curve is a satisfactory approximation to the one obtained
by the direct solution. We hope that this method will provide a powerful tool for the
treatment of gyrotropic media.
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APPENDIX A
Single Electron Beam
Let us consider an electron beam with z-directed DC velocity. We assume that the
beam is neutralized by ions of infinite mass. We observe the beam in a frame moving
with DC velocity (Vob). In this frame the ions have DC velocity; therefore, there is a DC
transverse magnetic field because of the ion current. This field is assumed to be neg-
ligible with respect to the external magnetostatic field. This assumption is consistent
with the assumption made throughout the present treatment, that the transverse DC
magnetic field caused by the electron beam is negligible with respect to the external
magnetostatic field. Under these assumptions, we must have the same formulas for the
beam in the moving frame as for a plasma with ions of infinite mass.
In the moving frame the longitudinal fields Ez and Hz and the transverse operator
VT remain unchanged. Thus we conclude from the wave equations (8) and (11) that the
coefficients a, b, c, d must remain the same. These coefficients for the laboratory
system are given by Eqs. 86, 87, 89, and 90. In the moving frame where the plasma is
stationary we have5 9
a (y +k' (A-1 )
K'
b = c~'poy' K (A-2)
2Y (A- 2 )
c = yt 2 + k 2 (A-3)
o K1
E
d o-K' b. (A-4)
Primes have been used for all quantities in the moving frame.
The frequency and the longitudinal wave numbers on the two relative systems are
related through
' = Ro(Mjyv o ) (A-5)
Y' =Ro (- j ) · (A- 6)
Since we deal here with beam electrons only, we have dropped the subscript b for the
several quantities that characterize the electron beam.
For y = j, formulas (A-5) and (A-6) may be written
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'= R (I- v° 0 (A-7)
p' RP  ( v) (A- 8)
vv
o ph
If the beam velocity is nonrelativistic, R 1. For slow waves 2 1; there-
v c
fore, p' A P. For fast waves << 1; therefore, w' A- .
Vph
Formulas 86, 87, 89, and 90 applied for a single electron beam must be transformed
into Eqs. A-i, A-2, A-3, and A-4 by use of (A-5) and (A-6). In other words, by proper
manipulation of the terms in these formulas, we must form Ro(w+jyvo), Ro (y - c )
etc. which will be transformed into w', y', etc. in such a way that we finally get Eqs. A- 1,
A-2, A-3, and A-4. This transformation is instructive, since it shows which terms
v
o
form R o (and may be dropped for a nonrelativistic treatment), which terms form v
VoVph
(which is much less than one for fast waves) and which terms form 2 (which is much
c
less than one for slow waves).
KI and Ki ko + y2 remain unchanged:
2 2/R (t2
p p o p
K 1 -- - = 1 = K (A-9)
or or
K 2 k k + y = + y2 + k 2x = k2 + y' + kox Kk'2 + y' . (A-10)
o ol .o
The denominator of the expressions for the coefficients a, b, c, d in Eqs. 86, 87,
89, and 90 can be transformed by use of the relations
2yK4 Y2 K 6 ZjY Xv Z
Xlb - k0 k2 X or O) Xlb (A-il)0 r
2
4- K1 K6 = (K4 XlbK6 ) K6 = Xlb(r )(c) (A-I2)K 4 r
Therefore the denominator of a, b, c, d becomes
2 yK j2 \ I\1( 2yK4 6 +) K+ X+ (I 1
2 2
1+Xb 2= 1 + Xlb' = KX I (A-13)
o r
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2K 4 Y 2 K 6
Equation A-11 shows that X - 2 = Xfor fast waves. In this
o k
o
expression, therefore, K4 and K6 give a significant modification for slow waves. Equa-
2
tion A- 12 shows that K 4 - KiK6 gives a modification that is significant for relativistic
beam velocities.
By use of formulas (A-9), (A-10), and (A-13), we see the equivalence of expressions
(86) and (A-) for the coefficient a. In a similar way, we examine coefficients b, c, d.
For the numerator of the coefficient b, we use the relations
jyK 5Kx- = K (A-14)
x k xr
O r
v
KK 5 KxK 4 = K + (XKK5 xK4)= Kx C (A- 15)
r
Hence for the numerator of b we have
J (K - ) + ko(KK5KxK 4 ) = -o - j = - 0 o'Y'K ' .
(A-16)
jyK
Equation A- 14 shows that Kx - k Kx for fast waves; therefore, in this expres-
o
sion K5 gives a significant modification for slow waves. The expression K1 K 5 - KxK4
in (A- 15) represents a modification that is significant for fast waves, as may be seen
from (A-16).
By use of Eqs. A-13 and A-16, we see the equivalence of expressions (87) and (A-2)
for the coefficient b. If in addition to Eqs. A- 13 and A-16 we use Eq. A-9, we prove
the equivalence of Eqs. 90 and A-4 for the coefficient d.
For the numerator of the coefficient c, we use the relations
2 K 5 2K 1-- 1 (A-17)
K2 2K Kx1~K
K2 +K K18)+ K6 - 2K1)= K ))(A18)
The modification shown in (A-17) is significant for slow waves, and the modification
in (A- 18) is significant for relativistic beam velocities.
By use of Eqs. A-10, A-13, A-17, and A-18, we see the equivalence of expressions
(89) and (A-3) for the coefficient c.
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APPENDIX B
Special Geometries
We shall examine two cases: First, a waveguide formed by two parallel plates com-
pletely filled with plasma and beam; and second, a circular waveguide completely filled
Y
z
x'
Fig. 8. Parallel-plate waveguide.
with plasma and beam.
1. Parallel Plates
We consider the waveguide shown in Fig. 8. We assume that
Equations 113 have the following general solution:
zl = C 1 os P1 + C 2 sin P1l
z =E C cos p2 x + C 4 sin P x .
The longitudinal magnetic field is given by Eqs. 114 and 115:
2 2
a - P1 a - P2
z b Z1 b z2'
The other components are
a
ay= 
(B-l)
(B-2)
(B-3)
2
rc rp 2P - + b b
2
sc sPZ
'Q0 -- b
2pc PP2
T --b+ b
2qc qP 2
U - + bb b
2
p rc + rp 1b b
2
sc + sp
b b
2
pc pp1T--b + -
2qc qpl
-b b
Pi (C cosplx-C1 sinplx)
z(C4 cos p2x - C 3 sin p2 x)
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The boundary conditions are
E = H = E =  0 at x = ±w.
z x y
jy
Since Hx O Ey we are left with two conditions that yield
C 1 cos (plw) + C3 cos (pZw) = 0 (B-5)
C2 sin (p 1 w) + C4 sin (p 2 w) = 0 (B-6)
Sp SC p I
2 Cos (P 1 w) (Q + )] + C cos (p w)(Q· - + = 0 (B-7)
C2 1 co (pl )-
C SCSp
1 sin (Pl ) S(Q + S )] + C3 [P sin (p2 w)(Q - + )] = 0. (B-8)
Equations B-5 and B-8 give nontrivial solutions for
2
tan (p w) P 2 Qb - sc + sp 2
tnp = P2' (B-9)
tan (p w) Pl Qb - sc + spl
Then
cos (p 1 w)
C = C
=
0 and C3 = -C 1 (B-10)
cos (zw)
Equations B-6 and B-7 give nontrivial solutions for
2
tan (p1 w) p1 Qb - sc + spl 
= -1 I (B-11)
tan (p 2 w) P2 Qb - sc + sp2
sin (plw)
C =C =O and C = -C 2 . (B-12)
sin (p2 w)
The general solutions for the longitudinal electric field are given by Eqs. B-1 and
B-2. The constants of the integration are determined by (B-10) for the symmetric solu-
tion, and by (B-12) for the antisymmetric solution. In both cases the longitudinal mag-
netic field is given by (B-3), and the transverse fields are given by (B-4).
The dispersion relation is Eq. 111. The determinantal equation for the symmetric
solution is Eq. B-9, and for the antisymmetric solution, Eq. B-11. In each case the
simultaneous solution of the dispersion relation and the determinantal equation yields
the transverse and longitudinal wave numbers as functions of the frequency and the
parameters of the system.
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For plasma alone, P = p, Q = q, T = t, U = u and we get the results for plasma
waveguide s. 3 2 In this case the specific values of a, b, c, d, p, r, q, s, t, u permit
simplification of the field solution and the determinantal equation.
Fig. 9. Circular waveguide.
2. Circular Waveguide
We consider the configuration shown in Fig. 9.
electric field becomes
Equation 113 for the longitudinal
R zlR aR aR
Ez, 2+ - 1,2 + P 2Ez,2I,2 z1,2
and has the solution
E =E E 2 = [C1 Jn(p 1R)+CJn(p 2R)] ejnOz z2  ?J n = 0, +1, 2 ....
The longitudinal magnetic field is given by Eq. B-3. The transverse components are
- 2z 
p_ rc + rP2 
b b
2 '
sc SP2
T-b b+ b
2pc pp2
qc qp2 
b b
rp:
p rc + rp1
b b
2
sc sPl i
b b
pc pp :
T--b + -bU- b
qc qp1
U- b +bb b
sc SP2
-Q + b
2
p_ rc + 2
b b
qc qp2:2
-U +- b b
pc pp 2
T - -+ b
£
+ sc sl
b b
2
p rc + rPl
b b
2qc qp1
b b
2pc PP1
T -+ bb b_
PlC1Jn(PR )
pzC zJn(p2 R)
j R C 1J(p 1 R)
JR CJn(p2 R)
= 0, (B-13)
(B-14)
ER
HR
He
X ejnO. (B-15)
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The boundary conditions are
EO = Ez = HR = °at R = R.
The first two conditions imply the third. The conditions E = E = 0 yield
z
CJn(PlRo) + C 2 J(P 2 Ro) = 0 (B-16)
C1 PS(Q - J'n(PlRo) + + 2o Jn(PlR
Sp1 jn ( rp2
+C 2 [P2~Q - -~ + -SCJn(p 2Ro) + o - b + p1 J0. (B-17)+= 0.+C2 P( b + b b b
The condition for the existence of nontrivial solutions is
pl(Qb-sc+sp2 ) n(P 2 (Qb-sc+sP 1 ) R r (pp2) 8)
Jn(PRo) nR) o
Then
C 2 = - n(P2Ro (B-19)
Jn(PRo)
If n = 0, the determinantal equation (B-18) reduces to
P1 J1 (p 1 Ro) P2 J1 (PR) B-20)
Qb - sc + sp1 Jo(plR o ) Qb - sc + sP2 J( 2 Ro)
The general solution for E z is given by (B-14) with the constants C 1 and C 2 deter-
mined by (B-19). The longitudinal magnetic field is given by (B-3), and the transverse
components by (B-15). The dispersion relation is Eq. 111, and the determinantal equa-
tion is (B-18) (or (B-20) for n = 0). The simultaneous solution of the dispersion and
determinantal equations yields the transverse and longitudinal wave numbers as func-
tions of the frequency and the parameters of the system.
The results for plasma waveguides 3 2 can be found by use of the relations P = p,
Q = q, T = t, and U = u. In the case of plasma alone we may further simplify the field
solution and the determinantal equation, because of the specific form of a, b, c, d, p,
q, r, s, t, u.
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APPENDIX C
Properties of Empty-Waveguide Modes
The only properties from Table I which we must prove are the ones concerning the
integrals over the waveguide cross section of the dot products of eT and hT.
These properties correspond to the properties of the integrals of the cross products
of T or hT fields:
h ^da - X e^ i da - X h 1i da. (C-l)Ti ja=Tj -Ti T z Ti Tj z
A A A
1. TM Modes
eTi hTj da = - VTi X V T iz da
A A
-5 T (fiizXVT j) da - 4 iVT ( XVTCj) da. (C-2)
A A
In (C-Z) the first integral vanishes, as may be seen by application of Gauss' theorem
and use of the boundary condition ci = 0 at the waveguide wall. The second integral van-
ishes because VT (i z X VTj) - 0. Therefore we have
S eTi hTj da = 0. (C-3)
A
2. TE Modes
e Ti da h T i da
A A
V T ('ii zXVT4'j) da- 5 JiVT (liz X V T j) da. (C-4)
A A
In (C-4) the first integral may be transformed by use of Gauss' theorem as follows:
5 T · iiz XVTj) = ; i(X ) 7T j ds,
A
where ' is a unit vector normal on the waveguide wall and is directed outward, and ds
is a differential element of the perimeter of the waveguide.
The second integral vanishes, since VT · (i z X VT4 j) 0. Therefore we finally obtain
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e ih;j4 da = · i(nX z) VThj ds. (C-5)
A
3. Mixed Products
eTi hTj da = VTqi VTq'j da
A A
S T 1(PT) da - 1 iVTbj da. (C-6)
A A
The first integral in (C-6) vanishes, as may be seen by application of Gauss' theorem
and the boundary condition i = 0 at the waveguide wall. Since VT j + phjSj = 0, we finally
obtain
eTi hTj da = Phj C ij da. (C-7)
A A
,h e ,e ^h
Since eTi hTj = -eTj hTi we get, by use of Eq. C-7,
eTi hTj da = -Phi ji da. (C-8)
A A
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APPENDIX D
Modified Bessel Functions
1. Definitions 6 8 7 0
Ip(X) = j-PJp(jx)
K (x) = f j(P+ 1)H ( ) jx)
p 2 p
where H( 1) is the Hankel function of the first kind.
2. Recurrence Formulas 6 8 7 0
We shall use the symbol q with the following meaning:
qyp = y p
LYp
for yp = Ip
for yp = Kp.
P p
The recurrence formulas are
2p
yp(ax) - p+l(ax) = -x qp(ax)
Yp-l ( a x ) + p+l( a x ) = d (ax).
3. Differentiation
P
d [p(ax)] = ayp+ (ax) + Yp(ax)
-xId xP
d [yp(ax)] = aqy l(ax) - -yp(ax).
4. Integration
Let Zm(ax) and Yn(px) be modified Bessel functions.
2x +( 2
They satisfy the relations
)Z =0
x m
(D-8)
(D-9)+ Yn
Multiplication of (D-8) by -Yn and of (D-9) by Z m
and integration over x yield
addition of the resulting equations,
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(D-1)
(D-2)
(D-3)
(D-4)
(D-5)
(D-6)
(D-7)
------- ` -
d Z 
-jX
d Y 
Ux d 
c82
dZ d 2n
is 2 _ (a2_P2) x + ]Z Y dx = [{n d Z D-10)x m n n dx
If Rm(ax) is a regular Bessel function, it satisfies
d m + -
dx d/ x + a x Rm ' 0.
We consider also the modified Bessel function Y n(3x). A procedure similar to the
one used for the derivation of (D-10) yields
2 [a2+p2x - x]RmYn dx = m dx n -.c ) (D-ll)
For m = n Eqs. D-10 and D- 1 may be used for calculation of integrals of the form
I xZ Ym dx and f xR Ym dx. When a = P (and m = n) the integral in Eq. D-10 becomes
indeterminate. By use of l'HSpital's rule, we obtain
C22 dZ dY Z dY m 2
Zm(ax) Y(a) x dx X d m m m m
m L2 m dx m dx d x dxx1 d2a x 
c1
(D-12)
Another way of treating the modified Bessel functions is to use regular Bessel func-
tions with complex arguments. For these functions procedures similar to the ones used
for the derivation of (D-10) and (D-ll1) yield
SCZ(aZ )x -m Z(ax) Y (x) dx = d n Y
x m n C
(D-13)
2 2 2 2
For a =P m -n =o we get
c~x [d x2 dZ dY* d2Y Z dY* C 2
2 Z(ax) Y*m(x) x dx = m x2 - mx
1 m L2a- dx mdx 2 x 
1 -C1
(D- 14)
By use of Eq. D-13, Eqs. D-10 and D-l1 follow. Finally, Eq. D-14 yields Eq. D-12.
5. The Functions Zo(r, A, B) and Z(r,A, B)
It is convenient for the treatment of a circular waveguide partially filled by plasma
to introduce the following functions:
Zo(r, A, B) = AIo(r) - BKo(r) (D-15)
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Z (r, A, B) = AIl(r) + BK 1 (r), (D- 16
where Io and Ko are the modified Bessel functions of zero order, and I 1 and K 1 are the
first-order modified Bessel functions.
By use of (D-6), we find
8Z
o
ar =1. (D- 171
Applying (D-7), we get
1Z Z 1
-r + r Z (D- 18By use of Eqs D-17 and D-18 and the integral formula (D-12), we obtain
By use of Eqs. D-17 and D-18 and the integral formula (D-12), we obtain
Zo(ar, A, B) r dr =0 [ r 2 2 A B) 2- (Zo (ar, A, B) - Zl(ar, A,B))
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APPENDIX E
Completely Filled Plasma Waveguide
The direct approach to the calculation of the propagation constant in a circular cylin-
drical waveguide completely filled by plasma yields the following relations:
2
2[(Y2+i(+ 1 -- u]
(1 + K u2 ) (p) ( 2 +K u2 ) J(p 2 )\K±P2
1P2 LD 1p 2 D
- K/2
+ 1 Y 2+ KjU 2) IL I + x 2 4y 2 u2 K X (E-1)
PIn J(E-(P)and J(P) normalized over N c/a, and all wave num-
-1 ~~~~~~~~~~(E-Z)
1 -Pl D 1 - 2 D
The first relation (E-l) comes from the dispersion equation, and the second is the
determinantal equation.
In (E-l) and (E-Z) all frequencies are normalized over N = c/a, and all wave num-
bers over k = tN/c a The symbol D stands forN N/C =a
D =(y 2 +KU 2 ) 2 - (Kx u) (E - 3)
A project for the numerical solution of these equations was initiated by Paul Chorney.
The assumption was made that the ions have infinite mass. The region of interest was
near the plasma frequency. The computations were performed on the IBM 709 computer
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. An extension of the project for ions of
finite mass, for the entire range of frequencies, was undertaken by the author. The
computations were performed on the IBM 7090 computer at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
The Newton-Raphson method was used for the numerical calculation. In this method,
if we are given an equation f(x) = 0 and an initial guess x i , then a better guess will be
xi+1 = x i - f(xi)/f'(xi)
According to latest reports from the Joint Computing Group, M. I. T., the main dif-
ficulties are two:
(a) Slow convergence of the sequence x i , xi+l1 ... to the root for f(xi)/f'(xi) < 1.
(b) Many roots at the vicinity of one guess. The method will iterate to the root near-
est the guess. This root is not necessarily on the branch that is under examination.
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